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Generalized Quasi-Variational Inequality

and Implicit Complementarity Problems

by

Jen-Chih Yao

Abstract

A new problem called the generalized quasi-variational inequality problem is introduced.

This new formulation extends all kinds of variational inequality problem formulations
that have been introduced and enlarges the class of problems that can be approached
by the variational inequality problem formulation. Existence results without convexity
assumptions are established and topological properties of the solution set are investi-
gated. A new problem called the generalized implicit complementarity problem is also
introduced which generalizes all the complementarity problem formulations that have
been introduced. Applications of generalized quasi-variational inequality and implicit
complementarity problems are given.
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Generalized Quasi-Variational Inequality

and Implicit Complementarity Problems

by Jen-Chih Yao

1. Introduction

The importance of the theory as well as the applications of the variational inequality and the
complementarity problem has been well documented in the literature. In recent years, various
extensions of these two problems have been prtposed and analyzed. The most general extension
combining the variational inequality and complementarity problems is the one by Chan and Pang [5].
They introduced the 4uasi-variational inequality and implicit complemeatarity problems inspired
by the work of Mosco [33] who considered the dependence of the function domain on the variable
and the work of Fang add Peterson [16] who extended the single-valued function under consideration
to a point-to-set mapping.

Although the extensions mentioned above are general, they did not include the possible inter-
action between the function value and the variable. In this respect, Parida and Sen [37] perhaps
were the first ones to extend the variational inequality problem to the generalized variational-like
inequality problem for multifunctions taking this possible interaction into consideration.

The aim of this report is to introduce a further extension of the classical variational inequality
and complementarity problems from a theoretical standpoint. Our generalized problems which will
again be calld the generalized quasi-variational inequality and generalized implicit complementar-
ity problems respectively include those problems introduced by Chan and Pang [5], Parida and Sen
[37], Fang and Peterson [16], Saigal [41], and Karamardian [25] as special cases. It will also be seen
that our generalized problems have a broader range of applications.

In Section 2 we review some definitions of continuity of point-to-set mappings. We also review
some concepts on convex sets and convex functions. In particular, we note the fact that any compact
convex subset of R' is an acyclic absolute neighborhood retract. We cite a fixed point theorem due
to Eilenberg and Montgomery [15] which plays an important role in establishing existence results
for generalized quasi-variational inequality problems. Finally we give some notations that will be
used throughout this report.

In Section 3 we first give a short introduction on variational inequality problems. Then in
Section 3.1 we introduce the formulation of the generalized quasi-variational inequality problem
which is a unification of all types of variational inequality problems in finite-dimensional spaces
that have previously been introduced and we obtain some general existence results for this general
problems. In Section 3.2 we introduce the general concepts of copositivity and monotonicity of
a point-to-set mapping with respect to another point-to-set mapping, and obtain some existence
result,; for thi g'neral prohlem 'rundr the assumption of coercivity, copositivity or nionotonicity of
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the poiat-to--set mappings. Finally, in Section 3.3, we investigate several properties of the solution
set ,-,f ti (QIt'.

Il Section I we introduce the formulation of the generalized implicit complementarity problem
and estahi.h a relationship between the generalized quasi-variational inequality and the generalized
impulicit complelnet arity problems. As a by-product of the results in Section 3, we obtain some

..xtuicC results for this general problem.
Ilt Sect i-n 5 we consider some possible applications of the generalized quasi-variational inequal-

ity andi linplicit complenientarity problems. The major areas of our applications are mathematical
U11111ra illg aMd equilibrium programming. The applications are: minimization problems involv-

i M 'ivex" ftuctions, generalized dual problems and saddle point problems, equilibrium problems
inlv\,ilni markets with utility, equilibrium problems involving abstract economies, generalized Nash
.... bIuliruuu prol~eis and quasi-variational inequality problems of obstacle type. In all these appli-

- : .. -. ' wt: r,',lUire re ,1;iv'lv w- k' ccd litinpq to ,visure the exi-te:uce of solitinn- tn the prolm.
ni lr ,>,i i k,. ration.

2. Notations and Prelininiaries

i this reprt, R" denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual inner product
T. ' f" x. 14 C 1" and norm I fxj of x E R'. The nonnegative orthant R.. is the subset of R"

.L all vectors with nonnegative components. The set of positive integers will be denoted
),v N. [ r " C t". Int(K) and K' denote the interior and complement of K, respectively. For
il. B I R". itj-(!3) and OK(B) denote the relative interior and relative boundary of B in K,
rI ct Ivly. 'or any yx, y G', x > (>) y if and only if xi > (>) y2 for all components of x and

I i ho l of complex numbers is denoted by C. Upper case letters (e.g., F) denote point-to-set
ii ij aiid lower case letters (e.g., f) denote single-valued functions.

Th,:-r, atr, flur definitions of continuity for point-to-set maps that have been introduced in the
li, r'atur, \ ,W list two of them that are related to our discussion in this report. Let X ai d Y be
II;.l,jrf spa,_s and I a point-to-set map from X into Y.

Definitiou 2.1 (3erge [3]) The map F is said to be upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at x E X if and
! ff,,t a'j opun nighborhood 0 of F(x), there is a neighborhood V of x such that F(u) C 0

D(Jtietit 2.2 (llogan [22]) The map F is said to be uipper continuous (closed) at x E X if and
"/'1 if u s'.qu( ace {.*,, } contergin to x, and a sequence {y,,} with y, E F(xr,) conterginq to y.

It!.p .q E !-. .)

ih,: r,:lat i,,hs of the above two definitions c n be seen from the following two lemmas.

Lt., utmka 2.3 ( D,el-aae a nd Denad [12]) Suppose F(x) is closed. If F is upper semicon tinuous at

j i,, I if appi- co'ntinuous at x. C3

" l~ t sp~ace," is said to be first countable if it has a countable base.
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Leninia 2.4 (Delahaye and Denel [121) Suppose Y is first countable and there exists a countable
neighborhood base at x E X. Also suppose the closure of Y \ F(x) is compact. If F is upper

continuous at x, then F is upper semicontinuous at x. 0

Definiitioni 2.5 (Ilogan [22]) The map F is said to be lower continuous (open) at x E X if and
only if for any sequence {x,) converging to x E X and y E F(x), there exists an no such that the
sequence {y,n} conterging to y E Y and yn E F(x,,) for all n > no.

It is clear that if F is upper continuous at x, then F(x) is closed. Indeed, suppose yn E F(x)
and y, - y. By considering the constant sequence x, = x, it follows immediately that y E F(x).

Hence F(x) is closed. F is said to be upper (lower) continuous if F is upper (lower) continuous at
every point x E X and F is continuous if it is both upper and lower continuous. The map F is said

to be uniformly compact near x if there exists a neighborhood of x, V such that F(V) = U.UEV F(u)
is bounded. We say F is uniformly compact on X if it is uniformly compact near x for all x E X.

The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.4 and a result due to Berge [3 , Theorem
3, p. 11 0].

Lemma 2.6 Suppose X C R ' and Y C m . Let F : X - Y be an upper continuous point-to-set
map such that F is uniformly compact on X. If D is compact, then F(D) = UED F(x) is also

compact. 0

Remark. If the condition of uniform compactness in Lemma 2.6 is replaced by the condition that
F is compact valued, then the result of Lemma 2.6 may fail to hold. To see this, consider the
following example. Let X = [0, 1]. Let F be a point-to-set mapping from X into R defined by

1} {0 f x = o
Fi~x {lJIx} ifO0< x< I

Then F is upper continuous and F(x) is compact for all x E X. Clearly X is compact whereas
F(X) is unbounded. Note that F is not u.s.c., and if F is considered as a single-valued function,

then it is also not continuous.

A topological pair (X, A) consists of a topological space X and a subspace A C X. A map
f (X,,A) - (Y, B) between topological pairs is a continuous function from X to Y such that

f(A) C B. Given a topological pair (X,A), we let (X,A) x I denote the pair (X x IA x 1)
where I = [0, 1]. Let X' C X and suppose that fo,f, : (X, A) - (Y, B) agree on X' (that is,

foIX' = flIX'). Then fo is homotopic to fI relative to X', denoted by fo - f' rel X', if there
exists a map 9 : (X,A) x I - (Y,B) such that g(x,0) = fo(x) and 9(x, 1) = f,(x),V x E X and
g(xt) = fo(x),V (xI) E X' x I. If X' = 0, we omit the phrase "relative to 0". The following
examples are from Spanier [42, p.23, 24].

Exatple 2.7 Let X = Y = E2 = {z E C •z l:_ 1} and let A = B = S1 = {z E C : Izj = 1}.
Define fo : (E 2 , S I ) - (E ' , S') to be the identity map and fi : (E 2 , S') - (E'. S1 ) to be
reflection in the origin. Then g fo - fm rel 0 through the homotopy g defined bly g(rcio,t) =

i(O+t r )
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Exawple 2.8 Let X be an arbitrary space and let Y be a convex subset ofRW. Let fo, f, : X , Y
be maps which agree ol some X' C X. Then fo = fl rel X', because the map g : X x I , Y
defined by

g(x, ) = t (x) + (1 - t)fo(x)

is a hoinotopy relative to X' from fo to fl.

A topological space X is said to be contractible if the identity map of X is hornotopic to some
constant iiiap ofAX to itself. A homotopy from Ix (the identity map of X) to the constant map of
X to xo G X is called a contraction of X to x0. Example 2.8 shows that any convex subset of tl

is contractible. An, set that is starshaped at some point xo is also contractible. If A and B are
contractible, then both A x B and A nlB are contractible (see e.g. Spanier [42, Corollary 8, p.25]).
ile idea of a contractible space is that it can be deformed continuously into a one-point space. To

see that the class of contractible sets in 'f contains nonconvex sets, consider the following example
(Spanier [12, p. 2 6 ]). Let

Y {(x, y) E R2 0< y 5 1, x =0, 1/n; y = 0, 0 < x < 1, n E N}.

Let !V x I - Y be defined by g((x, y), t) = (x, (I - t)y). Then g is a homotopy from 1y
to the projection of Y to the x-axis. Since the latter map is homotopic to a constant map, Y is
contractible, whereas Y is not convex.

A subset A of X is caledi a retract of X if the inclusion map i : A - X has a left inverse
i1 the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. Hence A is a retract of X if and only
if there is a continuous map r : X - A such that r(x) = x,V x E A. Such a map r is called a
ritractin of X to A. A space Y is said to be an absolute retract (or absolute neighborhood retract)
if . given a normal space X, closed subset A C X and a continuous map f : A - Y, then f can
be extnded over X (or f can be extended to some neighborhood of A in X). The following lemma
will fb useful.

Lcnxxua 2.9 The product of arbitrarily many absolute retracts (or finitely many absolute neigh-
borilicod rctracts) is its lf an absolute retract (or absolute neighbrhood retract).

Proof. (i) Let A be index set and let Yo be an absolute retract for each a E A. The Cartesian
product of the sets Y, is the set

I-[ Yo X: A - X x(o) Xa,V c A).
EA4 oEA

We write x,, instead of x(r). Let r , be the projection map of ILEA Yl on Y. It is well known
that f : V - H,,EA Y, is continuous if and only if irr o f is continuous for each a E A (see e.g.
Willard [13, Theorem 8.8]). Now given a normal space X , closed subset B C X, and a continuous
1"ap f • B - 11,EA Y. the composite map 7r, o f : B - Yc, is continuous for each r E A. Since
V, is an ahsolut, retract, there is a continuous map fo X - Y such that f,I/ = ,r, o f, for
all . _ . Now define 'V - FLEA Y, by (g(x)), = f,(x),Vct E A. Since To 0 =r o f is
colitijous for all v C .G is continuous. Also (glB)., = fAIB = r , o f.V c E A. flence g[B = f.
"lIerfor,. ,.1 I", is an absolute retract.

(iI) Lt V, . ,' be absolute neighborhood retracts. Suppose we are given a norinal space X,
'lo sl subset D C X, and a continuous map f : B - -I-=1 Yk. Then 7rk 0 f B 13 - Yi, defined
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by (Irk o )(X) = fk(z) (f(x) = (fI(x),.... f, (x))) is continuous for k = 1,...,n. Since Yk is an
absolute neighborhood retract for each k, there exists a neighborhood Ak of B and a continuous
map g : Ak - Yk such that gkjB = irk o f. Let C = nk=,1 Ak and g : C -, II= Yk defined
by g(x) = (g(x), ... ,gn(x)). Then C is a neighborhood of B, and g is continuous. It is clear that
gl/3 =/. Therefore l- 1= k is an absolute neighborhood retract. 0

Corollary 2.10 For all positive integers n, Rn is an absolute retract.

Proof. That fact that R is an absolute retract follows from Tietze's Exteiibioak Tiieortim (see e.g.
Willard [43, 15.8]). The result then follows directly from Lemma 2.9. 01

Lciina 2.11 A retract of an absolute retract (absolute neighborhood retract) is an absolute retract
(absolute neighborhood retract).

Proof. Let Y be an absolute retract and 13 C Y be a retract. Suppose that we are given a normal
space X , a closed subset .4 of X, and a continuous map f : A - B. Let i : B - Y be the
inclusion map. Since B is a retract of Y, there exists a continuous function r : Y - B such that
r o B. Then r o i o f : A - Y' is continuous. Since Y is an absolute retract, there exists

a continuous map g X - Y such that gJA = r o i or . Then rog : X - B is continuous
and clearly (r o )JA = f. Hence B is an absolute retract. For the case where Y is an absolute
neighborhood retract, the proof is the similar. 0

Leinina 2.12 Any closed convex subset of R ' is a retract.

Proof. Let S be a closed convex subset of W". Define p: R '  - S by p(x) = y where lix - yll =
tn1in,1 sllx - ull. Then p is a contraction (see, e.g., [38, p.3-40]). Consequently, S is a retract of W.".

A compact metric space X is said to be acyclic if (1) X $ 0, (2) the homology group HI(X)
vanishes for all n > 0. and (3) the reduced O-th homology group Ilo(X) vanishes. It is true that any
com-pact contractible space is acyclic but not conversely (see e.g. Spanier [42, p.163]). By Lemmas
2.11, 2.12 and Corollary 2.10 and, we have the following corollary. Note that it is clear that any,
absolute retract is also an absolute neighborhood retract.

Corollary 2.13 Any nonempty compact convex subset of R' is an acytlic absolute retract and

hcnce an acyclic absolute neighborhood retract. C3

The following theorem by Eilenherg and Montgomery turns out to be very useful iII our discus-

Theorem 2.14 (Eilenberg and .Montgomery [15, Theorem 2]) Let Al be an acyclic absolute neigh-
horhood ictract, N a compact metric space, r : N - A! a continuous single-valued mapping and
T : A -. A a multi-ralued upper continuous mapping such that the sets T(x) are acyclic for all
x E Al. Then the conibined (multi-t,alued) mapping r o T : M - M has a fixed point. 0



If we take N = M and r(x) = x,V z E M, then we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.15 Let Al be an acyclic absolute neighborhood retract and T : M --- 4 M a multi-
calued upper contin uus mapping such that all the sets T(x) are acyclic for allx E M,. Then T has
a f!'-d Point. []

It is worth noting that Theorem 2.15 implies Kakutani's Fixed Point Theorem, since every
tionemptv coizipact convex subset is an acyclic absolute neighborhood retract by Corollary 2.13.

Let f P ' ?, where S is a nonempty convex subset in R. The function f is said to be
qu asicvci it if for any x, y E S, the following inequality is true:

f(A\x + (1 - A)y) < max{f(x),f(y)),V A E [0, 1].

(learly every convex function is also quasiconvex but not conversely.

Lemma 2.16 Let S be a non empty convez set in R ' and f : S - R be quasiconvex. Let
1 = {x E S f(x) = minuEsf(u)}. If A is nonempty, then A is convez.

Proof. Let x. C A. Ve then have

max{f(x),f(y)} f f(u),V u E S.

Since f is quasiconvex, for any A, 0 < A < 1 we have

f(Ax + (1 - A)y) < max{f(x), f(y)} < f(u),V u E S.

So A + ,I - A). E A, V 0 < A < 1. Hence .4 is convex. 11

For a nonempty subset K C R', the convc: hull of K, denoted by Co(K), is a convex set
spannled by K. That is.

n n

Co(K) = { >Aix : Ai ?0, xi E K,V ij Ai = 1)

A.. noiieIrpt subset K of Rn is a cone if Ax E K,V z E K, A > 0. A cone K is pointed if
Kn(-K) = {9. Let h" be a closed convex cone in R. Then K' = {y E t" : (y,x) > O,V X E K)
is called the polar- cone of K. It is easy to see that if int(K) 5$ 0, then K' is also a solid cone. A

set K C R is said to be solid if it has a nonempty interior with respect to some topology in R".
L,:t K he a convex set in R ' and f : K [-o,+co] be a convex function. A vector x" is

saidl to h, a ,sldqradienl (see, e.g. Rockafaller [38]) of f at a point z if

f(z) > f(x) + (x* , z - x),V z E K.

'I'l set of all .ubgradients of f at x is called the subdiffcrential of f at x and is denoted by Of(x).
Vhen f(.r) = (xlK), that is, f is the indicator function of K, then x" E 06(xIK) if and only if
x C- K and (z, z - x) < 0 for all z E K. Thus 06(xIK) is the normal cone to K at x (empty if
• K X).
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3. The Generalized Quasi-Variational Inequality Problem

We begin this section by giving a short introduction on variational inequality problems. Given

a subset K of R and a function f from R" into itself, the variational inequality problem, denoted
by VIP(f, K) is to find a vector x E K such that

(x - x,,f(i)) > 0, V x E .

This original problem has been extensively studied in the past years. For example, see Eaves [11],
Mor6 [30], and Pang [36]. Basically, the task of the above problem is to find a vector i E K such
that the image of x under the function f will form an angle less than or equal to 900 with any
vector with tail x and head x E K.

The variational inequality problem is found to be important in many applications. For instance,
let K be a closed convex subset of R' and let f be differentiable on a neighborhood of K. It is
well known that f is convex on C if and only if

f(x) >_ f(y) + (Vf(.),x - y)

for all x and y in K. where .f is the gradient of f. If y solves VIP(Vf, K), then from the above
gradicat inequality, we see that y solves the following mathematical programming problem

niinxE ,f(x ).

Therefore, the variational inequality problem encompasses the minimization problem.
'Eihe theory of variational inequalities was initially proposed for the study of partial differential

equations (see, e.g., lartman and Stampacchia [20]). Much of this early work concentrated on
the study of free boundary value problems, which were usually formulated as variational inequality
problems over infinite dimentMional spaces.

Given a set/i in R" and a point-to-set mapping F from I ' into itself, the qeneralized variational

inequality problhm introduced by Fang and Peterson [16], denoted by GVI1P(F, K) is to find a vector
xr ,I', " ! , ,,z -5 - f",'iy r'-, t1lat

(x - x,.) > 0V x E K.

We note' that tile (; 'lINl" K) is a different generalization of the VlP(f, K).
ho.spired Ih the work of Mosco [33] and the work of Fang and Peterson [161, Chan and Pang

[5] coisiler,:,l the following ge.neralized ,arationql inequality problem, (,ivej, two point-to-set
itapping,,s X and 1' from R" ilto itself, the general ized quasi- t,a ra iol al incqualily problcm, denoted
v (;QVII'(X. f') is to find a vector x and a vector .y E F(x) such that

(x - X.y) > 0, V x E X(x).

l{ccently Parida and Sen [37] introduced the following generalized variational-like inequality
problem for point to set mapping. Let, A ai( C be subsets of R" and R"' respectively. Given
two maps 0 : K x C - R" and r : K x K - R", and a point-to-set mapping 1'" : K C',

tie ge(nc ralised crnaltonal-like mncquality probhm, denoted by GV J)( ", 0, 7, K, C) is to finld x E
K, y E 1'(Xz) such that

(O(, .Y), r(x, x)) > 0,V x E K.

7



!.'sin this problem furmulatioi, Parida and Sen [37] were able to establish some existence results
for dual prolletis and saddle point problems. We note that such progress can not be made by
using other problem formulations directly.

3.1. Proleni Formulation and Sonie Existence Tlieorens

Ilspired hy the work that has been done in the area of variational inequality problems, it is nat-
ural fur us to :onsider the following generalized quasi-variational inequality problem which extends
all the ahove, variational inequality, generalized variational inequality, quasi-variational inequalitv.
ge ,n,cralized quasi-variational inequality, and generalized variational-like inequality problems. Given
K and C' subsets of R and R" respectively, X a point-to-set mapping from K into itself and I'
a point -to-,_.t iiapiPg from K into C, 0 a single-valued function from K x C into R' and r a
sitl,-valul funCtion from K x I" into R', the generalized quasi-variational inequality problem,
,lei_,t, , ,' 'II'( N. tF, O. r, K,.C) is to find x E X(), y E F(') such that,

(O(x,p), 7(X,X)) >_ 0,V x E X(x).

It rl. ) -- s- .. thni (;QVII'(X, FO, , KC) reduces to the pivleni of finding x C Y(x)..q E
f (I such that

(0(t, y), x - .) > 0 V x E X( .),

which wed ,not,' by (QtII'(X., F, 0, I, C).
We note that (;QVIt'(X. 1", 0, r, K, C) reduces to GVIP(F, 0, r, K, C) if X(x) = K for all

x C- A'. ibe (;Q'II'(X. 1', 0, 7% A', C) reduces to QVIP(XF) if we set K = C = R",(x,y) =
y. -(x.y) = . - y. By letting K = C = R',O(x,y) = y, r(x,y) = x - y and F a single-valued func-
tio l. the (;QVIt(.Y. . 0. K, C) reduces to QVIP(X,f), Finally, if we set X(x) = K for all x E
K1. 0(r. .z y. anl r(x. y) x - y, and( F a single-valued function f, then GQVIP(X. F. O, r, K. C)
r,.,uct.- to V1J'(f. K). Therefore, it can be seen that our formulation of the generalized quasi-
varit ion al itia l iLtV problem extends all kinds of variational inequality problem formulations.

"Ihe followiwng is important in establishing existence results for GQVIP(X, F, 0, r, K. C).

Thiorem 3.1.1 Lt K C R" be a compact contractible absolutc neighborhood retract arid C C IR",
c a clo(.d coutractibh absolute neighborhood retract. Let X he a nonenipty-valued continuous

pint-to-s' 7appinq from !K into itself and F a contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformnly
trompact lutiit-to-si t mrappitnq from K into C'. Let P be a continuous single-valued funtion from
4* x ( x A ihito R. suppose that

(i) Ihu' (rstIs a compact contractibic absolute neighborhood retract if such that F(K) C I1 C C.

(ii) ;(,,.q.X) > 0.V , E /'.

(iii) for each fird (.. y) E K x C, the set

V(irt) = {u E X(x): (x, y, u) = inlnEx(,)P'(X, Y, s))

rs con Iraclile.



Then there exist i c-- X (x), p E F(x) such that

O(.r,y, X) > 0,VX E X(i).

Proof. It follows froin Lemma 2.9 alld Corollary 2.13 that K x 1I is anl acyclic absolute neighbor-
hood( retract. Now let G be a point-to-set mapping from K x 11 into itself defined by

Thien G(.r, y) is contractible for all (xr. y) E K x HI. We claim that G is upper continuous. Suppose

(.2,l YJ,) converge.s to (.I-, i) and (u, tvj E G(.r, , y,) converges t~o (v', w). Then for each n,

v;1Xr, Y,y,(,) - ',,(Xn, Yn U),V s E X (x,,)(1

For each -- IiX(.) since X is continuous, there exist ino suchi that z,, converges to : with :,, E
N ( x,, V n > III . Yroiii (1), we have

13lv paSsing to tihe liniit, we titeit have

A Io It Is c lear thlat u C- X (xc) and uw E F(x). Therefore (v, u-) E c;(x. y) and consequently G is upper
C'Jit il~ Ths 'erefore by Thieoremn 2.141, there exists (.r, ) E G( £,yi). Hence x E N (i). y E F(x)

I,7(,y. x) > ,7(x, y, x) ! 0, V x E X (xr). C1

Th itarks.

()If C is comlpac t. thlen thle condition that F is u niformnly collpact is utnnecessary. lBecaU ueInI
this case. 11 C C is clearly compact.

(ii) If C is, coiiipact . thlen cond it ion (1i) of Theorein 3L.1 is unnecessary. Because Iii t iiis case, we

inerely let 11 =' Ui thle above lproof anid proceed with the same argumenC~t.

(iii) If the set C-o(i'*(K )) nl C Is a retract of C, then we canl let ]I nIo() flc. ince Ais
):Iiilpac t and FIS isujper Continuous and uniformly comipact. 11 is compact andl contract ible

by Leiiumna 2t.6. Also by Leinizia 2.11. 1H Is an absolute neighborhood retract.

(I.,) If C Is conIve.x, thlen condhitionl ( i) of Thieorenm 3.1.1 holds automatically. Because inl tis case,
thle proy-ectini)(,~~~) establishes that Co( F(11)) Is a retract of C.

) If F is not unIiiformily couipact, Owlin the comiciusiolk of Theoremi :.1.1 miayl fail to hold. For
e xaiiple. let K =[I. 2],C = R. Let X be lie comstatit point-to-set inapping K and let F bie
ule-fiiied as

if X1



Finally. let :(x,.V, u) = (y, u - x). Then all conditions in Theorem 3.1.1 except that F is
uniforiil coipact are satisfied. But it is easy to see that there is no i E K such that

:(Xt().x) > 0, V X E K.

We now have the first existence result for the GQVIP(X, F, O, r, K,C).

Theorem 3.1.2 Let K C R' be a compact contractible absolute neighborhocd retract and let C C
R"' N, a clsed con tractible absolute neighborhood retract. Let X be a nonempty-valued continuous
p(,lt-to-sOt nappingfroin K into itself and F a contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly

compact point-to-Sel mapping from K into C. Let 0 : K x C - R' and r : K x K R n be

tontin uo us sitnqlc-ralued functions. Suppose that

(i) thtr, t.ists aI compact contractible absolute neighborhood retract H such that F(K) C H c C.

(1) (U(X,).7 (X..r)) > 0.V (x,y) G K x C,

1ii) for (och /ixel (x.y) E A x C, the set

t. q E { EX) : (9, Y), T(Uz)) = I'SEX(7)(O(X, Y), T(S, 2

Ih, l hi: cji ts a .5olution to the GQVIP( X, F, O, r, K, C).

Proof. By :(Itti '' Y. u) (O(X, y), 7(u, x)), the result follows directly from Theorem 3.1.1. El

RIiiarks.

(1) (_'l,I It ion (I I) wil he satisfied if, for example. r(X, x) = 0 V x C K.

(eiiCit ion (iii) will he satisfied if, for example, (0(x,y), (u,x)) is quasiconvex in u E X(x)
fir ,:i,:t fixd (x.y.) E A x C and X is convex-valued.

Sifi 1 hi, cordition that F is uniformly compact is unnecessary if C is compact.

'II L, lpwitg cor.l laris are inmnediate.

Corollary 3.1.3 Lt K C R" bc a compact contractible absolute neighborhood retract and C C
R' I,( a ~hnd mtractible absolute neighborhood retract. Let X be a nonempty contex-valted
((itinuoit0s point-to-sct inappinq from K into itself and F a contractible-valued upper continuous

1111l eiritf,,i)lq ,omp(ct point-to-set miapping from K into C. Let 0 : K x C - It be continuous.

',i/l,,,sc lhtt A(1 iC rxi.sts a compact contractible absolute neighborhood retract H1 such that F(K) C

11 (, C. ll,(n thvr it sts a solution to the GQVIP(XF,O,K,C). 0

Corollary 3.1.A Lt K C R" be a coinpact contractible absolute neighborhood retract and C C
R.' I,( a l hd (,i tra tflel absolute neighborhood retract. Let F be a contractible-valaud tipper
, ,, t,til and 1n IforlnllJ compact point-to-set inapningfrom K into C. Let 0 :K x C - R" and

A x K --- R," I, c,,nfinioas. Suppose that

10



(i) there exists a compact contractible absolute neighborhood ret;act II such that F(K) C 1f C C,

(ii) (C(x, y), r(x, )) > 0,'V (x, y) E K x C,

(iii) for each fired (x, y) E K x C, the set

1(j-, y) = {u E K : (O(x, y), r(u, x)) = minEK (O(, y), r(s, x))}

is contractible.

Then thtr- eiCists x E K that solves & VIP(F,O,r,K, C). 0

Corollary 3.1.5 Let K C R' be a compact contractible absolute neighborho 'I retract and C C
R"' be a contractible absvlute neighborh, od retract. Let F be a closed contractible-valued upper
C,'nttnuous and uniforimly compact point-to-set mapping from K into C. Let 0 : K x C - R ' be
contin uOus. Suppo.; that the set Co(F(K)) n C is a retract of C. Then there exists x' G K that
;ohCCs GVIP(F, 0, K, (). 0

Il the case that II" is uhounded, we h. ve tl- foilowing existence result for GQlIIP.

TIeoreiii 3.1.6 Let A' a be nonempty bubset of R and C a nonempty closed convex subset of
R' ' . Let X and F be point-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C respectively. Let
0 " K x C - R" and r : K x K? - R" be continuous sing!e-vulued functions. Suppose that there
c.1its a nonerpty compact convex subset B of K such that the following conditions hold:

(i) r(x,x) = 0,V x E B.

(ii) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on B,

(iii) '(x) = V(x) n B is a nonempty convex-valued contiauous point-to-set mapping on B,

(i0) for each fixed (x,y) E K x ( (O(x,y),r(u,x)) is convex in u E Y(x),

(v) for all x E B, intX(,)(Y(x)) is nonemply and for every x E Ox(,)(Y(x)), there exists a
u E iMtX()((Y( r)) such that

(0(x, y), T(U, x)) < 0,V y E F(x).

Ten there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X, F, 0, r, K C).

Proof. By Theorem 3.1.2 there exists x E Y(i) and 9 E F(i) such that

(0 4 , y), 7-(X,x)) >! 0, V x E Yx) (2)

Let x E X(x). T'Ihere are two possibilities.

(i) x E iIt.(z)(Y(i)). Then there exists 0 < A < 1 such that Ax + (I - A)x E Y(x). Then by (2)
and (iv), we have

0 < (O(x, y), r(Ax + (I - )',))

< A (o(x,y),r(x,x)) + (1- A)(o(.',y),r(x,x))

= A (O(x,. ), 7(x, x))

'Thus (0(X, .), r(X, X)) > (J.

11



(ii x E O.\(J.)( (x)). By (v), there exists u E intx(±)(Y(x)) such that

(O(x,y),r(u, i)) < OV y E F(i).

In particular for y = y, we have by (2) (O(x, y), r(u, i)) = 0. Now choose 0 < A < 1 such that
Ax + (1 - A)u G Y(x). Then we have

0 < (0(x),r(Ax+(I-A)ux))

< A((xy),r(x,.r)) + (1 -

= A Ox ), r(x,.i)

So "again (O(x,.),Tr(x,x)) > 0. Hence (O(i,y),r(x,.)) >_ 0,V x E X(i). Therefore (x,p) is a
.,lu ",oil to the (;Q II(AX, F, 0, r, K,C). 0

\We note that Theorem 3.1.6 extends a result due to Chan and Pang [5, Theorem 3.2]. By
letting X(.t) = K for all x E K, we have the following existence result for the GVIP.

Corollary 3.1.7 Let K be noncMpty subset of IV and C be nonemply closed convex subset of
R"'. Lt tF :K - 5C he a point-to-set mapping. Let 0 : K x C - IV and r : K x K , R' be
cum ilinu an us. .buppose that

(i) -(x,x) = 0, V . E K,

(ii) th ere crists a compact convex subset B C K with int,'(B) 4 0 such that F is upper continuous
on 13 with "(x) contractible and uniformly compact near x for all x E B, and for each
X E 00(13), there exists u E intK(B) such that (O(x,y),r(u,x)) < O,V Y E F(x). Also
(O(x,.q), r(u,x)) is con cx in u E B for each fixed (x,y) E K x C.

lic ii there exists x E B which solves GVIP(F,O,r,K,C). C

It is worth noting that we do not require F to be upper continuous, uniformly compact and
contrat:tibl on K, anl K need not be closed or bounded. The following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 3.1.8 Assume that

(i) K is a noncipty (possibly unbounded and nonclosed) convex subset in R'n,

(ii) F is a (possibly non-upper continuous) mapping from K into the family of subsets of R',

(iii) there is a solid convex set E in rV , such that

(a) K n E is nonemply and compact,

(I) F., rr..stiite(( to K n E is upper continuous,

(c) 1(x) 1s contractible and uniformly compact near x for each x E K n E,

(d) fur cach x c K l n0(E), there is an x E K nint(E), such that

0 < (x - i,y),V YE F(x).

12



Tht in thcrt is a sulation (., y) to GT'IP(K, F) with ' c E.

Proof. Let B = h" n E. Theln B is a nonempty compact convex subset of K. First we claim that
K r) int(E) C iutI,(B) and 0,(3) C K nfO(E). Suppose x E K n int(E). Then there exists an
Open set 0 such that x E 0 C E and x e K. Then A = KA n o is open in K and x E A. Since
A C B. We have .4 C int/,(B). Therefore x G int1,(B). Hence K n int(E) C intK(B). Next,
suppose it X 0h' (13). Let .A be any neighborhood of x in K. Then A n B : f and A n (K\B) t 0.

The o n .iAK n E C An E. Also

.-A(n \B) .-in( n( uEUKC))

i n ((n E:) u (KA n K'))

- AnKnEc.

So .- A , " E t .If .A is any neighborhood of ., then A is also a neighborhood of x in K. Thus 1w
what we have shown. AAE 5 0 and ANE' 54 0. Therefore x c KO(E). Hence 01 (B3) C KNO(E).
Now, let x C 01¢(B). By (2) x'E K n O(E). Then by (iii)(d), there is an x: E K n int(E) C intj¢(!)

such that
0 < (X - x, Y), V y C F(x).

By ltting O( ',y) = y and r(x,y) = x- y, the condition (iii) of Corollary 3.1.7 is satisfied.
Consequently, the result follows directly from Corollary 3.1.7. 0

At first glance, it seems that the condition (iii) of Corollary 3.1.7 and those of Corollary 3.1.8
are the same. But in fact, the condition (iii) of Corollary 3.1.7 is actually weaker than those in
Corollary 3.1.8. To see this, let us consider the following example. Let K = {(x, y) : y > 0} and
E {(x, y) : x 2 + y 2 < 1, y > 0; -1 < x < 1, y = 0). Then E is solid in R2 and we have

KnO(E) {(x,y)'x±+y 2 1,y> 0;-_<X< 1, y=0),

0j(,(K nF) = x{(x,y) x2 + y2 = l,y >_0},

KAint(E) {(x,y)'x 2 + Y 2 < 1,y>0},

iltK (K nE) {(x,y)'x 2 ±+y2 < ,y>0;-I<x < ,y=0}.

It is easy to see that O,(K n E) is strictly contained in K n O(E) and K n int(E) is also strictly
contained in ilItI,(A" n F).

For r > 0, let B, = {t E K : ItxI1 < ,') and C, = {x C K : I111 = r). The next corollary follows
directly from Theorem 3.1.6.

Corollary 3.1.9 Ltt K a b nonenipty subsct of R' and C a inosicmlty closed coniex subsct of
R"'. Let X and I'" be puinf-t,-sct niaplingys froin K litto A and fromh in to C respecticly. Let
0 K 1" x C - R bc continuous sinugc-salucd fun ctioii. Suppose that there exists an r > 0 sch
that tlh Jollowinq conditionis holdl.

(i) 1, is contractible-ralued upper continuous and unifornlyq compact on Br,

(ii) Y(x) = X(x) n Dr is a none(,npty concsex-valued continuous poitit-to-set inappln onl 13.,
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(iii) for each x c v(x) n C'., there is a u E X(x) inttj(Br) such that

i.aXYEF'() (O(X, Y), u - X) < 0.

Then there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C). C

By following the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.1.6, we have the following existence result for

GQVIP(X,F,0,K.C).

Tlicorei 3.1.10 Let K a be nonempty subset of R'n and C a nonempty closed convex subset of
R "'. Let X and F be point-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C respectively. Let

0 : K x C (- R' be continuous single-valued functions. Suppose that there exists a compact subset

B of A' such that the following conditions hold:

(i) F is con tractible-calued upper continuous and uniformly compact on B,

(ii) Y(x) = X(x) n B is a non empty convex-valued continuous point-to-set mapping on B,

(iii) for each x E B and for each z E X(x)\B, there exists a vector u C Y(x) such that

na-YEF'(x) (O(i, y), u - Z) < 0.

Then there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C).

Proof. By Corollary 3.1.3, there exist i E Y'(t) and E F(, ) such that (0(xy),x - x) _> 0

for all x E Y(i). Now for x G X(i)\B, by condition (iii), there exists a u E Y(x) such that

(0(x,.y),x - u) > 0. On the other hand, we have (0(i,j),u - x) > 0. By adding the last two

incqualitics , we have (0(i, y), x - t) > 0. Hence (i, ) solves GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C). U

Remark. We note that the assertions due to Saigal [41, Lemma 4.1], Panda and Sen [37, Theorem

2], and Fang and Peterson [16, Theorem 3.2], respectively, may not be true in general by considering
the example froiI Remark (iv) following Theorem 3.1.1.

3.2. Coercivity. Copositivity and Monotonicity

Normally, it is riot easy to identify the compact set B in Theorem 3.1.6 or Corollary 3.1.9. We
therefore consider some coercivity conditions on X and F that can be easily checked in some cases.

Theorem 3.2.1 Let K be a nonempty subset of R' and C a nonempty closed convex subset of

R". Let X aimd F be point-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C respectively. Let

0 : K x (' - R and r : K x K - R' be continuous single-valued functions. Suppose that

(i) 7(X, X) = 0, V x" E Kf.

(ii) for each fixed (x, y) C K x C, (O(x, y), r(u, x)) is con vex in u E X(x),

(iii) F is contractible-ralued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

14



(iv) there exists a t'ector .o E flYK X(.) such that

li mll ll 'oxx ) nia x yE ,F (x ) (O (x , Y ), r-(x o , X )) < 0 ,

(v) there exists a Pu > 0 such that X(x)fBp is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set

mapping for all p > po.

Then there exists a solution to the GQV'IP(X, F, 0, r, K, C).

Proof. By condition (iv), there exists an rj > 0 such that for all r > r0, if x E X(x) nlC'r, then
inaxYEF(.r) (O(x, y), r(xo, x)) < 0. Now let r > nax{ro, jIolI, po} and B = B,. Then the condition
(vi) of Theorem 3.1.6 is satisfied. Therefore the result follows from Theorem 3.1.6. 0

The following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 3.2.2 Let K be a nonempty subset of R" and C a nonempty closed convex subset of

R ' . Let X and F be point-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C respectively. Let
0 K x C - R" be continuous single-valued function. Suppose that

(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(ii) there exists a i-ector x E fxCh X(X) such that

lif.rI.l ,xE',-x(,) maxvEF(Z) (O(x, Y), XO - x) < 0,

(iii) there exists a pt > 0 such that X(x)flBp is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set

mapping for all p > Po.

Then there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C). 0

The following corollary is a direct consequence of Corollary 3.2.2.

Corollary 3.2.3 Let K be a nonempty subset in R' and F : K - R' a point-to-set mapping
which is upper continuous, uniformly compact and contractible on K. Suppose there exists z E K
such that

l1iml .U ,, hEK (infyEF() (x -Z, y)) = 00.

Then GVIP(I",K) has a solution. 0

Next, we have the following existence result for GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C).

Theorem 3.2.4 Let K be a nonempty subset of In and C a nonempty closed conrex subset of
R". Let X and FI be point-to-sct mappings from K into K and from K into C respectively. Let
0 : K x C - R" be continuous single-valued function. Suppose that there exists an r > 0 and

X( E K such that

(i) x'o E (fn',( X(x)) fl iIIt,'(B,) ald

inf'E(-)n(,, i11f.EF(x) (0(x, y), X - xo) 0,
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(ii) F' s contractih'c-alued upper continuous and uniformly compact on Br,

(iii) 1'(-) = X(x) nr-/ is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set mapping on B.

Thic, tht re tiits a solution to the GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C).

Proof. By letting B = r, it suffices to verify that the condition (iii) of Corollary 3.1.9 is satisfied.
If there is no vector x such that x E Dx(x)(Y(x)), then clearly the condition (iii) of Corollary
3.1.9 iz satisfied. On the other hand, for each x E Ox(,)(Y(x)), we have xo E X(x) n intK(Br) C
ilt l()(X')) and tlnixEF(x) (O(x,y), xo - x) < 0. Therefore the condition (iii) of Corollary 3.1.9

is satisfied. llenzce the result follows from Corollary 3.1.9. 0

Now we derive some existence results under certain monotonicity and copositivity conditions.
First, let us introduce the following definitions.

Definition 3.2.5 Let X and F be two point-to-set mappings on a set K.

(i) F is said to he monotone with respect to X on K, if for any x, E X(x1 ) and X2 E X(x 2 ), we
hiave

(yI - Y2 X - X2) > ,V YI G F(xi), y c F(x 2 ).

(ii) F is said to be strictly monotone with respect to X on K, if for any x, E X(xl) and X2 E .V(x 2 )
with X, i X2, we have

(YI - Y2,XI - X2) > O,V y E F(£),2 E F(X 2 ).

(iii) F is said to be strongly monotone with respect to X on K if there exists a scalar t > 0 such
that for any xi E X(xl) and X2 E X(X 2 ), we have

(yi - Y, I -£X2) :: 0alXI - X2 112, V yi E F(xi), Y2 E F(X2 ).

(iv) F is said to be b-monotone with respect to X on K if there exists an increasing function
: [0, ,x) - [0, x) with b(0) = 0 and b(r) - oo as r -, 0 such that for any x, E X(x)

and x2 E N(x 2 ), we have

(y! - .2X. i - X2) > I - X£211411I( - X2f[),V Yi C F(xi),y2 E F(X 2 ).

(v) F is said to be copositive with respect to X at the point xo on K if £o E X(xo) and there
exi.-yts a .E, E F(xo) such that for all x C K with x E X(x), we have

(y - yo, x - £o) > 0,V y C F(x).

(vi) FI i.s Si to he Strictly coposilive with respect to X at the point xo on K if xo E X(xo) and
ther, exis ts a you E /"(xo) such that for all x E K with x C X(x),x xo, we have

(y - y., x - Xn) > 0,V y E F(x).
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(vii) F is said to be strongly copositive with respect to X at the point o on K if xo E X(co) and
there exists a scalar cy > 0 and a yo E f(xo) such that for all x E K with x C X(x), we have

(Y - yo,x - xo) > aI IIx - xo112,V y E F(x).

(viii) F is said to be b-copositive with respect to X at the point xO on K if there exists an increasing
function b [0, oo) - [0, oo) with b(O) - 0 and b(r) - c as r - oo, and if xo E X(xo)
and there exists a yo E F(xo) such that for all x E K with x E X(x), we have

(y - yo,x - xo) > Ilx - xollb(tlk - xoll),V y E F(x).

Remark. If X(x) = K for all x E K and xo = 0, then (i), (ii), (iii), (v), (vi), (vii) of Definition
3.2.5 reduce to the usual definitions ([41, Definition 3.1, 3.2]) of monotonicity and copositivity for
point-to-set mappings. If K = R', then the above definitions of strong copositivity and strong
monotonicity reduce to the ones introduced by Chan and Pang [5]. Clearly, if F(xo) is noncalpty
and if xo C X(xo), then monotonicity, strict monotonicity, strong monotonicity and b-monotonicity
iniply copositivity, strict copositivity, strong copositivity and b-copositivity respectively.

The following gives an existence result for the GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C) under the strong coposi-
tivity condition.

Theorem 3.2.6 Let K be a nonempty subset of W~ and C a nonempty closed convex subset of
R'. Let X and I be point-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C respectively. Let
0 : K x C - R"l be continuous single-valued function. Suppose that

(i) there exists xo E AxEK X(x) such that the point-to-set mapping

v(a) = {O(x. y) : y E F(x)}

is either b-copositive or strongly copositive with respect to X at xo on K,

(it) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(iii) there exists a po > 0 such that \(x)fBp is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set
mapping for all p ! po.

Then there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X, F,0,K,C).

Proof. Since strong copositivity implies b-copositivity, it suffices to prove this theorem under the
assumption that V is b-copositive with respect to X at the point £o. Then there exist an increasing
function b : [0, oc) - [0, ,) with b(0) = 0 and b(r) - oo as r -- oo and a yo E F(xo) such that
for all x E K with x E X(x), we have

(y - y,, x - xO) x Ik - xollb(IIx - xoll),V y c F(x).

Then we have for all y E F(x),

(O(x, y), xo - x) -Ix - xollb(11 - xo11) + (0(xo, M), Xo - X)

< -lxo - xll(b(llxo - xl) - 1I0(xo, ,40)ll).
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Since b(r) - c as r - 00, we then have

liIflllx-...- ,xEX(X) maxYEF(.) (O(x, Y), Xo - x) = -00-.

Thus the condition (ii) of Corollary 3.2.2 is satisfied. Hence the result follows from Corollary 3.2.2.

The following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 3.2.7 Let K be a nonempty subset of Rn and C a nonempty closed convex subset of
R "'. Let X and F be point-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C, respectively. Let
0 :K x C- IU- bc I continvous single-valued function. Suppose that

(i) the set ["1E.K X(x) is not cmpty and the point-to-set mapping

V(x) = {O(x, y) : y E F(x)}

is either b-monotone or strongly monotone with respect to X on K,

(it) F is contractible-valued upper continuous ar uniformly compact on K,

(ili) there exits a po > 0 such that X(x)f"Bp is a nonempty con vex-rtu d cor-!;eicvs point-to-set
mapping for all p >_ Po.

Th n there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X,F,O,K,C). E1

Remark. In general, solutions in Theorem 3.2.6 and Corollary 3.2.7 are not unique. To see this,
consider the following example. Let K = C = RU'. For any x E R, let X(x) = {ax :0 < a < 1}
and F(x) = {2x}. Let 0(x, y) = y - x. Thus condition (iii) of Theorem 3.2.6 is satisfied. We claim
that X is continuous. To see this, assume that the sequence {x,,} converges to x and the sequence
{y,} converges to y with yn E X(x,,) for all n. Then for each n, y,, = ov,,zx for some 0 < c < 1. It

is clear that {an} has a convergent subsequence. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
(a,, } is convergent with limit a. Clear 0 < a < 1. Then by letting n approach 00, we get y = ax.
Thus y E X(x). Hence X is upper continuous. On the other hand, suppose that y E X(x) and
x, converges to x. Then y = ax for some 0 < a < 1. Let {a} be a sequence in [0,1] such that
a,, converges to a and let Y" = anxn for all n. Then yn E X(x,) for all n and yn converges to y.
lence X is also lower continuous. Consequently, X is continuous as claimed. It is clear that XIBp

1.aI so continuous for all p > 0. Also it is easy to see that F is b-copositive, strongly copositive

(at the point 0), b-rionotone and strongly monotone with respect to X on R. But it is clear that
every vector in R ' is a solution to the GQVIP(X, F, 0, R n , rn). Hence solutions are not unique
in this case. However, as the following two corollaries show, the solutions are unique if we assume
that X is a constant point-to-set mapping with X(x) = K for all x E K.

Carollary 3.2.8 Let K be a nonempty subset of Rf'f and C a nonempty closed convex subset

of R". Let F be a point-to-set mapping from K into C. Let 0 : K x C -- R be continuous
sinqle-valed function. Suppose that
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(i) there exists xo E nxEJK X(x) such that the point-to-set mapping

V(x) = {O(x, y) : yE F(x)}

is either b-copositire or strongly coposilive with respect to xo on K,

(ii) F is contractible-talued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K.

Then the problem GVIP(F,O, K,C) has a unique solution.

Proof. It suffices to prove this corollary under the assumption that V is b-copositive with respect
to the point x0 oil K. Suppose that x, and X2 are both solutions to the GVIP(F,0,K,C). Then
there exist yi E F(xi), i = 1,2 such that

(O(xi, yi), u- xi) > 0, V u C: K, i :- 1, 2. (3)

From (3). we have

(O(X', Y) - O(X2,Y2), l - X2) < 0. (4)

On the other hand, since V is b-copositive, there exist an increasing function b [0, oo) - [0, oo)
with b(0) = 0 and b(r) - c, as r o and a yo e F(xo) such that for all i = 1,2, we have

(o(xi, yi) - O(xo, yo), x, - xo) > Ilxi - xollb(ljxj - xol). (5)

Fromi (5), we have

2

(o q ) - O(x2, Y) ' -X2) > Z Iixi - x0llb(llx, - x01l). (6)

Combining (.1) and (6), we then have x, X2 = Xo. Hence the GVIP(F,0, K, C) has a unique
solution. 0

The following corollary is a direct consequence of Corollaries 3.2.7 and 3.2.8.

Corollary 3.2.9 Let K be a nonempty subset of R' and C a nonempty closed con, er subset
of R". Let F be a point-to-set mapping from K into C. Let 0 : A' x C - R" be continuous
sin gle-talued function. Suppose that

(i) the set fhEK X(x) is not empty and the point-to-set mapping

V(x) = {O(x, y) : yE F(x)}

is either b-monotone or strongly monotone with respect to x0 on K,

(ii) F is contractibte-ralutd upper continuous and uniformly compact on K.
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Thtn t c prol - n GVIP(F, 0, K, C) has a unique solution. 0

We note that Iv letting 0(x, y) = y and C = Rn, Corollary 3.2.9 extends a similar result
due to Saigal ([.11, Theorem 3.1]) where he (lid not consider the uniqueness of the solution of the
G;V]I1)(t.F, K ).

Let r : K x K - R" he a single-valued function such that r(x, x) = 0 for all x E K. F is said
to he T-In(tUotonC with respect to X on K if for any xi E X(x1l) and X2 E X(X 2 ), we have

(.VI r(X.2 , '-)) + (y 2 , 7(X ,x 2 )) < 0,V .i E F(xI),y.2 C F(x 2 ).

All exauIple of r-nonotoue point-to-set mapping is the following. Let K = C = R and

7(X,y) = C' - eC

X(X) = {ex:0< _1}

F(s) = {2}.

lh,'n ' is r-monotone with respect to X on R. If X(x) = K for all x E K, then this definition
rediuc-,e to the definition of 7-iuionotone point-to-set mappings introduced by Parida and Sen [37].

Tlhiorem 3.2.10 Lt K be a nonempty subset of R and C a nonempty closed convex subset of
R ' . Let X and F be point-to-set mappings fron K into K and from K into C, respectively. Let

0 K x (C R'U and r K x K - R' be continuous single-valued functions. Suppose that

(i) 7(X, X) = 0. V x c K,

(ii) fur tacl fixud (x, y) G K x C, (O(x, y), r(u, x)) is convex in u E X(x),

(iii) ' is contractibte-ralucd upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(iv) the point-to-set inappin q V(x) = {0(x,y) y E F(x)} is r-monotone with respect to X on K,

(v) thrc_ cxi.st rectors .to E n ,,' X(x) and .E T F(xo) such that

Im- EX(X) (O(xo, Yo), r(X, xo)) > 0,

(vi) ther, exists aI po > 0 such that x(x)nBp is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set
inapping for all p > Po.

Then there crits a solution to the GQVIP(X, FO, r, K,C).

Proof. BY conudition (v), there exists an ro > 0 such that for all r > i0, if X E X(x) In C., then
O('. !I,). 7(x. Xv)) > 0. Thus for such x, since xo E X(xo). x E X(x) and V is r-monotone with

r,s[i.ct to X on A\' we have

(0(x. Y), r(X0,X)) < -(O(xo,Y), r(X,xo)) < 0, V Y E F(x).

Le , > ;mx' re, lxuJ,/m} j. and B = Br. Then the condition (vi) of Theorem 3.1.6 is satisfied.
ll,',i tie result follows from Theorem 3.1.6. 01
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(GiveiI two point-to-set mappings F and V on K, F is said to be pseudo-monotone with respect
to X oil R' if for any x I X(x 1 ),'2 X(, 2 ) and y1 E F(xi), Y2 E F(x 2 ), (xl - x2, Y2) > 0 implies
(XI - ."), tjj) > (.

Thcorem 3.2.11 Ltt K bc a noniempty subset of R.' and C be a nonempty closed convex subset
ofR'. Let X and F be poinit-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C respectively. Let
0 : K x C - R' bc continuous single-valued function. Suppose that

()" is contraclible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(ii) the poilt-to-sct mapping V(x) = {0(x,y) : y E F(X)} is pseudo-monotone with respect to X
('11 ]K,

(iii) there exist rectors xo c nfljI X(x) anid Yu E t"(xo) such that O(xo, Yo) z int(U1EK X(.)),

(iv) thcrt, exists a pu > 0 such that (x)nlB is a ion mptq con vrx- valued continuous point-to-set
mapping for all p > po.

Then there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X, ,0. , '

Proof. Let S = {. C V(x) : (0(.ro,yo),x - .ro) _< 0). Wv claim that S is compact. Clearly
5 is closed. Suppose that .5 is unbounded. Then there exists a sequence {xr} C S such that
I ' x Let 1n = h the sequence { .r } is hounded and thus hias a convergent
subsequence. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the ent ire sequence {x"} converges
to a vector e. Clearly 1Il1 = 1. For each n, we have

0) < M0x,yo), _< : (MXo, yo). xo/llx,, 11).

By passingO tihe litiuit. we obtain (O(xo,yo),e) = 0. By (iii), there exists an c > 0 such that
(xo. Mj) - (e C (UENI X(x))'. Then for each n, we have

(O(xo, Yo) - fe, X") > 0.

By passing to the imit, we have

0 < (O(xo,.Yo) - ce,e) - -C < 0

which is a contra, ict ion. hIence S is bounded and thus S is compact as clainied. Now choose
p > p() such that S C It.-(B,). All the conditions of Corollary 3.1.9, exclpt (iii) are ,atisfied.
To show that the condition (iii) Is also satisfied, let x C X(x) n B. Then x V S which implies
(O(Xo. yfj). X - X0) > 0. By the pseudo-nIonotonicity of V, we have

(O(x, Y). X - xo) > 0,V y C F().

Shierfore. the (;Q-- II'(N, F, 0, K. C') has a solution by Corollary 3.1.9. C3

lhe following corollaries aren Miiedli ate.

Corollary 3.2.12 Let K he a nonempty subset ,f R" and C' a nonempty closed convex subset of
R'. Let X and 1F be 1)0t -to-set inappngs from K to K aid flon K in to C resp.ctirvly. L(t
0 : K x C - R' be a continuous single-valued function. Suppose that
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(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(ii) the point-to-set mapping V(x) = {0(xy): y E F(x)} is monotone with respect to X on K.

(iii) there exist rectors xo n AxEK X(x) and yo E F(xo) such that

O(xo,yo) E int( U X(x))*,

xE K

(iv) there exists a po > 0 such that X(x)nB, is a nonempty conveux-valued continuous potit-to-set
mapping for all p > po.

The i there exists a solution to the GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C). n3

Corollary 3.2.13 Let K be a nonempty subset of R and C be a nonretpty clos(d conrcx subset
of R'. Let F be a point-to-set mapping from K into C and let 0 : K x C - R" be a con tinuous
single- valutd function. Suppose that

(i) F is n on empty contractible valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K.

(ii) the point to-sct-mappiny t (x) = {0(x, y) : y E F(x)} is monotone or pseudo-n onotone on
K.

(iii) there extst vectors .o E K and yo E F(xo) such that O(xoyo) E int(K*).

Th,-n the re exists a solution to the GV1P(F, ,.K, C). 0

N,cxt. prcsent an existence rsult for the GQVIP which does not employ Theorem 3.1.6.

Tlicorvmi 3.2.14 Let K and C be nonempty closed convex subsets of R' and R", rCspCctitely.
Let X and F" be point-to-set mappings from K into K and from K into C, rcspectirely. Let
o: K x C - R ' and r : K x K - R' be continuous single-valued functions. Suppose that

(i) (x, x) = 0,V x E K.

(ii) for cach fixcd (x,,y) E K x C, (0(x,y), r(u, x)) is quasiconvex in u E X(.r),

(iii) F is con tractiblc-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(iv) there exists a P(o > 0 such that Xp(x) = X(x)fB, is a nonempty convex-valued continuous
point-to-set mappinq for all p > po.

'I he( n

(v) the r rsts ., E Vp2(x,) that soles the GQVIP(Xp, F, O, r, Bp, C) for each p > fn,

(vi) if the s(t {x, ) has a convergent subsequence, then GQVIP(X, F,O, r, K, (') has a solution.
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Proof. Th'le result (v) follows directly fronti Theorem 3.1.2. Suppose that the set lx,} has a
convergent subIseqceIIIC {i, }%ithl lim1it x'u and x, E AT,,(x,) for all n1. Then for each it, tlicre
exists till E t( SLI sch that

>~x x,,) £!O E N,,,(ixj.

('learly j-(, E X (x('u) and { ~}has a convergent Subsequence. Without loss of generality, we niay
aIssumel t hat t lf ie entre Seq.uenIce ({1 ), converges to a limit yo. T heni yo E I"(xo ). For each x E XT (.r ),
t.1017re iI anI ILIsch that X C B,_. Theni x C X,,, (xo') for all p,, ! Pill. Since X IS Continuous, there
eIst k and s,, suIch tHat x, - and -z, C X(x, ) for all it > k. Also there exists an i ISuch that

C B,, foir all I) > iSince we caii choose pinl large enough suich that x E n(B,,,) Then for all
it > Inaxi Ii. k, f ) we have :,, C- A:/", (x,,l) and

(0 (x, , y), r ( :ni >0.

By pasinmg to I. li, l imit, we- ol dar thle inequality (O( £0, y ) , rz. xu )) > 0. Therefore (x(), y()) is a
SoIut[,-)I Ito GOt, 1' '. ,0 r. A. U). 0

1 I 'l wii c,_ir'.ilary is imimm~iiatte.

COr-Ollary 3.2. 15 1 / ii r t/i ass amp/'tfl'fi (if 1/, ,,rem J. -2.1L;, it Jul/u ccs ftat

(i) f/uh( rt c~~ jy x, G Vjx,, ) that so/rts tf/t GQt.7INNA,,. 1,', 0, r, B,,. C) fur (acu p ? il

(i1) if f/u. .t t {x, Is /'Qun do/, I/iu nI/ic 0~Q lN ,F , r, K. C) /has a soluttwa. 0

3.3. Aiialysis of thye Solittiotn Set of GQVIP

lII thIiis su etinwe_ Shall I isc uss vario.us properti k's of sol ut ion sets of genieral ized quasi-
van atlion al liviequal i i prolem.is. Thoughl Such results are imiport aint iii Sensitivi ty analyvsis, verk
few resllt s av ll"mi senIII t lie i terat urte . See Hart man anid St amp acchia [20], McLimiden [28.

2!and Fang and I ete'rsoi [16] .. As aI maitte.r of fact, to deteriimine whet her the solution set of a
( 'jjQ posese sonic i mitv~rting1, properties. such as comipactiiess and convexity, is a fairly dif-7
tic llt t ask. Our fi rst rf,-.ul t Is t hat th.' sot utlion set of amiv (JQ \'II is always closed unmder faihv

Tliuorvilil 3.3.1 Le I K and( C I , ('1ff 7ff/ tihs UMis of R"U and R'", rcspccfItu ty. Let X' :' K 1-
and1( 1' :A' - U' ti pomti-tui-sc I ifiijpiiiq A/so /t1 0 A'K x C' -C R"and r A ' x A' - R' i
Cfulfill u''utls sifuq/b- a/a'. faili tn'ns. S5app( X' os c'utintioa.s onl A1 mid that I' is tUpper' (.(tfill aniS

all(/1 aiififoil tomjuipait e n Al'. ii the/i sola ittin si .5 of C;QVI I A, 1". 0 r, K.C) is ctusc l.

Proof. 'I 1w' re U s lalyt ruiie If .5 is enlptv. So let us suppose t hat .5' is not eipty. Let x h'e- a
Ilmt po1)int -,'*.,'. Ih nii t I f-re eit se.quence { ix,, )C .5 Such thIiat XU converges to x . F'or each it,
sinice J., ." E', V I',, ) anl the,.re! exist , C'(.1. ) such that

(x9 £, r,.( u. x,) > 0,V tiC X (z,,) (7)
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(harly .' C X(x). Since F is upper continuous and uniformly compact, {y,, has a convergent
suhsequnCe. \Vithout loss of generality, we may assume that {Yn} converges to y. Then y E F(x)
byv the upper continuity of F. Now for any u E X(x), since X is continuous, there exist no and z,
such that z V C X(xn) for all n > no and z, converges to u. By (7), we have

(O(Xn, Yn), 7(Zn, X,)) > 0, V n > n0.

las.:ig to the limit, we have, since 0 and r are continuous,

(O(Xy),(UX)) > 0.

(C',.ouiu,;tiy, x E S. Since S contains all of its limit points, it is closed. 0

Iilor si,,: condhitions, the solution set of a GQVIP can be shown to be compact as the
;_lwiii m ttworoin illu.strates.

Tlhvorc_ i 3.3.2 Lt K and C be nonempty subsets of R ' and Rm , respectively. Let X : K - K
11d 1 : I' - C bc point-to-set mappings. Also let 0 : K x (" - R' and 7 : 11 x K - R' be
,,, tm ou qiqlc-ralued functions. Suppose X is continuous on K and that F is upper continuous
L, iufrilpj (umpact on K. Suppose there exists a vector xo C [nxE X(x) such that

iEX(x) n'a-xEF(-) (O(x, y), r(xo, x)) = -0.

lhit th s(ulutwn st S of GQVIP(X, F, 0, r, K, C) is compact.

Proof. The result is clearly true if S is empty. Suppose that S is not empty. The closedness of S
fullows from Theoreii 3.3.1. By assumption, there exists an r > 0 such that for all IIxj] > r with
x' C \(x) we have

maxYEF(r) (O(x, y), r(ro. x)) < 0.

It thei follows that ,S C B,. Consequently S is bounded and hence compact. 0

A, we inidicated in the remark following Corollary 3.2.7, even the point-to-set mapping V(x) =
O(x. y) -,' C !(z)} is strongly monotone with respect to the point-to-set mapping X oi K. the

(QVII (X. F, 0. K, C') does not necessarily have a unique solution. Nevertheless, the solution set
,m i.:_.'arily Jcompact as the following corollary shows.

Corollary 3.3.3 LUI K and C be nonempty subsets of R n and r , respectively. Let X and '
1, point-to-s(t mnappinqs from K into K and C, respectively. Also let 0 : K x (" - R" and
7 .l1 x K - It' be continuous single-talued functions. Suppose X is continuous on K and F Is
ul,r (oitinuous and uniformly compact on K. Then the solution set S of (;QVIP(X. F.10. K. ('

, mt f onef of the following conditions holds:

I)M t, I .,t IS x() C rE.,A. V(x) such that the point-to-sel mapping

V(x) = {O(x,Y) Y F(x)}

is vIth(r' b-copositmcm or strongly copositive with respect to Xn on K,
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(ii) the set l.\E X(X) is not empty and the point-to-set mapping V(x) is either b-monotone or
strongly monotone with respect to X on K.

Proof. It is clear that it suffices to prove this corollary under the assumption that V is b-copositive
with respect to X at xo oi K. Then there exist an increasing function b : [0, O) - [0, 0c) with
b(0) = 0 and b(r) - ,.o as r -- oc, and a yo E F(xo) such that for all x E K with x E X(x), we
hlave

(O(x, y) - O(xo, yo), x - xo) Ijx - xojlb(Ikx - xoaj),V yE F().

Consequently, we have

maxYEI.-(.) (O(x, y), xo - x) = -IfinYEF(r) (O(x, y), x - XO)

< (0(xo, yo), xo - x) - ix - xollb(jjx - 'olj)

_< -lix - xojl(b(ljx - xolj) - Ii0(xo, yulI).

Ther,fore, we have

liIlj.lljI. xE\(x) niaxYEF(,) (O(x, Y), X0 - x) = -0Q.

tence by 'l'heorem 3.3.2, S is compact. 0l

In the case that X is the constant mapping K, we can further strengthen the result of Corollary
3.3.3.

TiCorCM 3.3.4 Lt K be a noncmpty subset of R ' and C a nonempty closed convex subset of
R". Lt F be a point-to-set mapping from K into C and 0 : K x C - R' be a contiluous
single-ralued function. Then the solution set S of GVIP(F,O,K,C) is either empty or a singleton
if one of the follou'inq conditions holds:

(i) th,,re exists o En fl 1, X(z) such that the point-to-set mapping

V(x) = {0(x, y) : F(x)}

is strictly coposititre, b-copositive or strongly copositive with respect to xo on A,

(ii) the set f'rEIK Y\(X) is not empty and the point-to-set mapping V(x) is strictly mon oton..

b-monotone, or strongly monotone on K.

Proof. It suffices to prove this theorem under the condition that V is strictly copositive with respect
to xo oni K. If ' is empty, then we have nothing to prove. Otherwise suppose that X1, X S wit h
j- / x,2. 'fhcre are two cases to he discussed:

(a): Both x,1 and xe2 are not equal to xO. Then as in the proof of Corollary 3.2.8, there exist

y, E "(x,)i = 1,2 such that

(o(XlY) -0(2,.MA, X2 - X2) 5 0.
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Oil the other hand, since V is strictly copositive, there exists Yo E F(xo) such that

(O(xi, yi) - 0(£o, u),xi - xo) > 0, i = 1,2. (9)

From (9), we have
(0(- ,y) - O(X2,Y2),A 1 - X2) > 0

which contradicts (8).
(h): Either x, or x2 equals xo, say X2 = xo. Then there exists Yi E F(xl) and yo E F(xo) such

that

(O(£1,yl),Xo - Xi) > 0 (10)

andi

,Yo),X - x0) 0. (11)

From (10) and (11), we have

(O(XI,yi) - 0(Xo,y0), X - xo) 0. (12)

On the other hand, there exists y E F(xo) such that

(O(x,y) - O(Xo,o), xi -X0) > 0. (13)

Note that v) is not necessarily equal to y0,. Since (O(xo, Y)- O(Xo, .W), 0) 0, combining this with
(13), we have

(o(xI,yl) - O(Xo, y), X - xo) > 0

which again contradicts (12).
Conseqiently, we conclude that S is a singleton. -

The following characterizes the houndedness of the solution set of GVII)(F, 0, K, C).

Theorem 3.3.5 Let K be a closed convex cone in Wf and C a nonempty subset of IV". Let F
be a poil-to-sct mapping from K into C and 0 a continuous single-valued function from K x C"
into R' . Suppose that the point-to-set mapping V(x) = {O(x,y) : y E I(x)} is copositive on K
and V(0) C int(K'). Then the solution set S of GVIP(FO, K,C) is boundcd. If. in addition, F
i upper continuous and uniformly compact on K, then S is compact.

Proof. "Ih,. result is clearly true if S is empty. So let us suppose that S is not enipty. If S is
umhoimled, nthe there exists a sequence {£n } C S such that 1ix, - c a.s i t . For each it.
tl ere, exilsts y,, E F(x,, ) such that

(0(X,Y,,), - x,) 0,V u C K. (1.)

Sic, ' I CspoSitiv. there exists z E [F(0) such that

(O(.,y) - 0(0,Z),X) > 0,V . C N- y I.'(i ).
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Thus we have, for each n

(O(x-,y.),x,) > ((O, z),x.,). (15)

Since {x,,} is unbounded, there exists fsuch that xj 0 0. For this particular f, since V(0) C int(K*),
we have from (15)

(O(xe, ye), xt) > 0.

On the other hand, since 0 E K, by (14) we have

(0(xe, y), xe) < 0

which is a contradiction. Therefore S is bounded. The second assertion follows from Theorem
3.3.1. 03

Recall that a point-to-set mapping F is pseudo-monotone on a nonempty set K if for any
pair of vectors xi,x2 in K and every Yi E F(xi) and every Y2 E F(x 2 ), (xI - X2,y2) _ 0 implies
(xI -x 2 , yI) > 0. As pointed out in Karamardian [26], if F is pseudo-monotone and yj e F(xI), y2 E

F(x 2 ), then (xI - X2, Y2) > 0 implies (xI -X2, YI) > 0. With this observation, we have the following
characterization of compactness of the solution set of GVIP(F, 0, K, C).

Tlieorem 3.3.6 Let K be a closed convex cone in Wn and C be a nonempty closed convex subset
of Im . Let F be a point-to-set mapping from K into C and 0 : K x C - R' be a continuous
single-calued function. Suppose that

(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(ii) the point-to-set mapping V(x) = {0(x, y) :y E F(x)} is pseudo-monotone on K,

(iii) there exist rectors xo E K and yo E F(xo) such that O(x0,yo) E int(K*).

Then the solution set S of GVIP(F,0, K,C) is nonempty and compact.

Proof. The fact that S is nonempty and closed follows directly from Theorem 3.2.11 and Theorem
3.3.1. To see that .S, is also bounded, let

D = {x E K :(O(xo,yo),x - xo) < 0}.

Then since O(xo,yo) E int(K*), D is compact. Now for x E K\D, we have

(O(xo, YO), x - xo) > 0.

Thus by the pseudlo-nIollotolicity of V, we have

(0(x,Y),x - xo) > 0,V y E F(x).

Tfhen tal aln not l)e a solution to the (JV1P(F, O, K, C). Consequently, we have S C D and tie

r,:sult follows. El

TIhe condition (iii) in Theorem 3.3.6 can be looked upon as a Slater-type constraint qualiication.
We next turn to the question on the convexity of the solution set.
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Theoreii 3.3.7 Let K be a nonempty convex subset of ltf and C a nonempty subset ofRIV. Let
F be a convex point-to-set mapping from K into C and 0 : K x C - R' be an affine function.
Suppose that the point-to-set mapping V(x) = {0(x,y) : y E F(x)i is monotone on K. Then the
solution set S of GVIP(F, O, K, C) is convex.

Proof. The result is clearly true if S is empty. So let us suppose that S is nonempty. Let X1, X2 E S
and i = axi + /3x2 with cy + = 1 and a, /_ 0. Then there exist yi E F(xi), i = 1,2 such that for
i= 1,2

(O(xi,yi),U - xi) _ 0,V u E K. (16)

Let p = y±3y2. Then y E F(t) since F is convex. Now for any u E K, we have

(0(;, 0), u - X) = (aO(X,Yl)+lo(X2,Y2),C(u-xl)+fl(u-x 2))

= ar(0(x,yl),u -xI) + 32(0(X2,y2),u -x2 ) +

a3[(0(XI, Y), U -£2) + 0(X2, Y2), u - XI)]

> a 3[(o(x,y)u-x2)+(0(X2 ,y2),u-XI)] (by (16))

a/3[(O(x1,yl),X1 - X2) + O(X2,Y2),X2 - x)] (by (16))

= a/J(0(xl,y) - O(X2,y2),x1 - X2)

> 0.

The last inequality follows from the monotonicity of V. Therefore x E S. Consequently, S is
convex. 0

The following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 3.3.8 Let K be a nonempty convex subset of n . Suppose that F is a convex and
monotone point-to-set mapping from K into R'. Then the solution set S of the GVIP(F, K) is
con vex.

Remark. A point-to-set mapping F from a nonempty subset K ofR ' into R n is said to be maximal
monotone over K if it is monomon, on K and it is not properly contained in any other monotone
mapping over K. In [16, Theorem 4.4], Fang and Peterson required F to be maximal monotone
over K and deduced the same result as that in Corollary 3.3.8. We note that our conditions on
F in Corollary 3.3.8 is different from the maximality condition. To see this, consider the following
exanmples. Let K = [0,1] and F :K - R ' be defined as F(x) = {x) for all x E K. Then it is
clear that F is both convex and monotone on K. But it is not maximal monotone over K because
F is properly contained in the monotone point-to-set mapping G on K defined as

P. I if0<x<I
[1,'X) if r= 1

On the other hanl, let K = R 2 and F(x) = Ob(xlB) for all x E R 2 where B is the closed unit disk
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i .2 That is, F(x) is the subdifferential of the indicator function of B. Then is easy to see that

{} if x E int(B)

F(x)= {ax :a> } ifxEO(B)

0 else

It is true that F is maximal monotone over lW.2 (see, e.g. Rockafellar [38, Corollary 31.5.2, p.340]).
But it is clear that F is not convex.

Since any monotone point-to-set mapping is also pseudo-monotone, the following corollary is a
direct consequence of Theorem 3.3.6 and Theorem 3.3.7.

Corollary 3.3.9 Let K be a closed convex cone in IV and C be a nonempty closed convex subset
of R"'. Let F be a point-to-set mappingfrom K into C and 0 : K x C , R ' be an a fine function.
Suppose that

(i) F is nonempty contractible valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(i) the point-to-set mapping V(x) = {O(x,y) : y E F(x)) is monotone on K,

(iii) ther' exist vectors xo E K and y E F(xo) such that O(xo, o) E int(K').

Then the solution set S of GVIP(F, 0, K, C) is nonempty, compact and convex. 0

4. The Generalized Implicit Complementarity Problem

\Ve begin this section by giving a short introduction on complementarity problems and some
possible applications. Let f be a mapping of R '

f into itself. The original complementarity problem,
denloted by CP(f), is to find a vector x E R ' such that

x >_ 0, f(x) > 0, (x, f(x) = 0

where x > 0 means all the components of x are nonnegative and (.,.) is the usual scalar product
in R'f . The task of the above problem is to find a nonnegative x such that its image under f is
also nonnegative and perpendicular to itself. Vhen f is nonlinear, CP(f) is called a nonlinear
complementarity problem. In the case where f is an affine mapping of the form f : x I q + Mx
for some q E R' and .l E R ' n, the coniplementarity problem CP(f) is said to be linear and is
denoted by the pair (q, Al). The complementarity problems have many applications, for example, in
control and optimization, economics and transportation equilibrium, contact problems in elasticity,
fluid flow through porous media, game theory, and mathematical programming. The nonlinear
complementarity problem was first introduced and studied by Cottle [6] and Cottle and Dantzig
[8] where the notion of positively bounded Jacobians was introduced and the proof was constructive
in the sense that an algorithm was employed to compute the unique solution. Also see Mor6 [30,
31. 32].

Giveii a c!osed convex cone K of R" and a mapping f from R' into itself, the generalizcd
complementaritq problem, denoted by G(P'(f, K), is to find a vector x E K such that

f(x) E K*, (X, f(x)) = 0.
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The idea of generalized complementarity problem was first introduced by Ilabetler and Price [17]
and latter refined by Karamardian [25].

'Io extend the GCP(f, K), Saigal [41] introduced the following generalized complementarity
problem where he considered f to be a point-to-set mapping. Given a closed convex cone K of IV
and a point-to-set mapping F from K into IRU, the generalized complementarity problem, denoted
by GCP(F, K), is to find a vector x C K and a vector y E F(x) such that

y E K*, (z,y)=0.

It is worth noting that if F is a single-valued function, then the GCP(F, K) reduces to the
GCP(f, K).

Motivated by the quasi-variational inequality problem introduced by Mosco [33], Chan and Pang
[5] defined a new complementarity problem as follows. Let m and F be respectively, point-to-point
and ioinlt-to-set mappings of R' into itself. Let L be a cone-valued point-to-set mapping on R".

The gencralized implicit complementarity problem, denoted by GICP(F, in, L), is to find a vector
x ( r(x) + L(x) and a vector y E F(x) such that

YE L(x)*, (x - m(x),y) = 0.

iliev established some existence results under the assumption that L(x) is a conistant closed solid
cne for all x.

Recently I'arida and Sen [37] introduced the following generalized complementarity problem.
l.,iven K a closed convex cone of IV, C a closed convex subset of IV', 0 : K - V 1t single-valued
function, F : K - C a point-to-set inapping, the generalized complementarity problem, denoted
bv (Ct'(F, 0. K, C), is to find a vector x E K and a vector y E F(x) such that

O(X,y) E K*, (O(x,y),x) = 0.

It is interesting to observe that Parida and Sen's problem formulation generalizes that of Saigal.

In this section, we consider the following generalized implicit complementarity problem which
unifies the above complementarity problems. Let K be a closed convex cone of R' and C a

nonempty closed convex subset of Rm . Let m be a point-to-point mapping from K into itself

and F be a point-to-set mapping of K into C. Let L be a cone valued point-to-set mapping
froin K into itself and 0 a point-to-point mapping from K x C into IV . The generalized implicit

compl.mentaritl problem, denoted by GICP(F,O,m,L,K,C) is to find a vector x E mn(x) + L(x)
and a vector y F t(x) such that

04, y) E L(x)*, (O(x, y), x - m(x)) = 0.

W not, that C(ICP(F,O,rn, L,K,C) reduces to GICP(F,rn,L) if 0(x,y) = y and K
C = R". If r(r(x) = 0 and L(x) = K for all z E K, then GICP(F, 0, 7n, L, K, C) reduces to

(;'!'(!.O, K, C) Since GCP(F, 0, K, C) extends GCP(F, K), GCP(f, K) and CP(f). our foriu-
titt ioni of the generalized implicit coinplementarity problem generalizes and unifies the others.

RemLark. Throughout the rest of this section, it is assumed that

(i) A ts a closud conver cone in R' and C is a nonempty closed convex subset of R".,
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(ii) ti is a single-valued function from K into itself,

(iii) L is a cone-valued point-to-set mapping from K into itself,

(iv) F is a point-to-set mapping from K inot C,

(v) X(x) = ni(x) + L(x) for all x E K,

(vi) 0 is a continuous single-valued function from K x C into R. .

The relationship between a variational inequality problem and a generalized complementarity
problem was first investigated by Karamardian [25]. Karamardian showed that if the set involved
in a variational inequality problem is a closed convex cone, then both the variational inequality
problem VI(f, K) and the generalized complementarity problem GCP(f, K) have the same solution
set. Later Saigal [41], Chan and Pang [5], Noor [35] and Parida and Sen [37] also established tle
same result on the relationship between the generalized variational inequality problem and the
generalized complementarity problem they introduced. Following this direction, we have

Lemma 4.1 The GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C) and the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C) have the same solution
SO.

Proof. Let x be a vector in K that solves GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C). Then x E X(x), and there exists
y E F(x) such that

(O(x,y),z - x) > 0,V z e X x).

Since x - 71(x) E L(x) and L(x) is a cone, we have 2(x - m(x)) c L(X). Thus 2x - rn(x) E
X(x), and we have (0(x,y),x - m(x)) > 0. On the other hand, since m(X) E X(x), we have
(O(x, y), mr(x) - x) <_ 0. Consequently, (O(x, y), x - in(x)) = 0. Now for each z E L(x), we have
11(x) + z E X(x). Accordingly,

(0(x, y), z) = (0(x, y), M(x) + Z - x) > 0.

Therefore O(x, y) E L(x)*. Hence (x, y) solves the GICP(F, 0, in, L, K, C). Conversely, suppose x
solves the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C). Then x E rn(x) + L(x), and there exists y E F(x) such that

O(zy) E L(x, (O(x, y), x - rn(x)) = 0

For any z E rn(x) + L(x), there exists v E L(x) such that z = in(x) + v. Thus we have

(O(x' Y), z - X) = (0(x, Y), t') > 0.

Tierfore (x, y) solves GQVIP(X, F, 0, K, C). C3

Corollary 4.2

(i) (,CP(IF,0,K,C) and GVIP(F, O, K,C) have the same solution sct.

(ii) GCP(I", K) and GVIP(f', K) have the same solution sct. 0
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The following gives an existence result for the GCP.

Lomiiiia 4.3 Let B C K with intK(B) $ @. If x solves GVIP(F, O, B, C) and x E intK(B), then

." sorIces GCP(F, 0, K, C).

Proof. Since x solves GVIP(F, 0, B, C), there exists y E F(x) such that

(O(x, y), u - x) >_ 0, V u EB.

For each z E K, since x E inttK(B), there exists 0 < A < 1 such that Az + (1 - A)x E B. Then

(O(x,y),Az + (1 - A)x - x) = A(O(x,y), z-x ) > 0.

Thus (O(x, y), z - x) > 0. Hence x solves GVIP(F, 0, K, C) and the result follows from Corollary

4.2 (i). C3

With the aid of Lemma 4.1 and the existence results for GQVIP in Section 3, we obtain the

following existence results for the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C).

Theorem 4.4 Suppose that there exists an r > 0 such that the following conditions hold:

(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on Br,

(ii) Y(x) = X(x) n Br is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set mapping on Br,

(iii) for each x E X(x) l Cr, there is a u E X(x) fl intK (Br) such that

maxEFp() (0(X, y), u - x) < .

Then there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C).

Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 3.1.9 and Lemma 4.1. 0

Theorem 4.5 Suppose that there exists a compact subset B of K such that the following conditions

hold:

(iii) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on B,

(ii) Y(x) = X(x) fn B is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set mapping on B,

(iii) for each x E B and for each z E X(z)\B, there exists a vector u E Y(z) such that

maxyEF(x) ((x, y), u - z) _< 0.

Then there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C).

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.1.10 and Lemma 4.1. 0
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Theorem 4.6 Suppose that

(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(ii) there exists a vector xo E fE1EC X(x) such that

imllxjl--, zEX(x) maxYEF(x) (O(x, y), XO - X) < 0,

(iii) there exists a po > 0 such that X(x)nB, is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set
mapping for all p > po.

Then there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C). C1

The following corolary is immediate.

Corollary 4.7 Let F : K - R be a point-to-set mapping which is upper continuous, uniformly
compact and contractible-valued on K. Suppose there exists z E K such that

I'lmllxi roo, EK (ilfYEF(x) ( X - Z, y )) 0 .

Then GCP(F, K) has a solution. 0

The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2.4 and Lemma 4.1.

Theorem 4.8 Suppose that there exists an r > 0 and Xo E K such that

(i) x E (nECr X(x)) n init/(Br) and

infrEX(,)ncr inlfyEF(,) (O(x, y), x - Xo) > 0,

(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on Br,

(iii) Y(x) = X(x) BDr is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set mapping on B,.

Then there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C).

Tihe following gives an existence result for the GICP under the strong copositivity condition.

Theorem 4.9 Suppose that

(i) there exists xo E nh" .'(X) such that the point to set mapping V(x) = {O(x,y) y E F((x)}
is strongly copositive with respect to X at xo on K,

(it) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact onl K,

(iii) there exists a po > 0 such that X(x)nlBp is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-sct
mapping for all p > Prm.
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Then there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, rn, L, K, C).

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.2.6 and Lemma 4.1. 0

We note that the remark following Theorem 3.2.6 is also valid for Theorem 4.9. The following
corollary is immediate.

Corollary 4.10 Suppose that

(i) there exists xo e nfEK- X(x) such that the point to set mapping V(x) = {0(x, y) : y E F(x)}
is strongly monotone with respect to X on K,

(it) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(iii) there exists a po > 0 such that X(x)nBp is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set
mnapping for all p >_ Po.

Then there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C). 0

The following gives an existence result for the GICP under the pseudo-monotonicity condition.

Theorem 4.11 Suppose that

(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(it) the point to set mapping V(x) = {0(x, y) : y E F(x)) is monotone or pseudo-monotone with
respect to X on K,

(iii) there exist vectors xo E nxK X(x) and Yo E F(xo) such that

0(xo, Yo) E int( U X(x))*,
xEK

(iv) there exists a po > 0 such that X(x)flB,, is a nonemptl convex-valued continuous point-to-set
mapping for all p po.

'hen there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, rn, L, K, C).

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.2.11 and Lemma 4.1. 0

In the case where the point-to-set mapping L is constant, the condition that X(x) l Bp is
,-ontinuous on Bp for large p is automatically true if the function rn is continuous. We then have

Theorem 4.12 Suppose that

(i) F is contractible-valued upper continuous and uniformly compact on K,

(ih) there exists a vector xo E flxEK X(x) such that

I rll_,xnx{ } maxEF(z) (0(x, y), Xo - x) < 0,
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(iii) there exists a vector tio E K such that uo - m(x) E L,V x E K.

Then there exists a solution to the GICP(F, 0, m, L, K, C). ,

Theorem ,1.12 can be proved by a standard argument as in [5, Theorem 4.2]. We close this
chapter by remarking that most of the existence results for GICP rely very heavily on the existence
results for GQVIP. This suggests that we should exploit other approach rather than GQVIP.

5. Applications

In this section we shall give several applications of our general problems. Mathematical pro-
gramming and equilibrium programming are the two major areas of the applications. The applica-
tions are: minimization problems involving "invex" functions, generalized dual problems and saddle
point problems, equilibrium problems involving markets with utility, equilibrium problems involv-
ing abstract economies, generalized Nash equilibrium problems, and quasi- variational inequality
problems of obstacle type. In all these applications, we require relatively weak conditions to ensure
the cxistence of solutions to the problems under consideration.

5.1. Mininiization Problems Involving "Invex" Functions

Recently Hanson [18] introduced into optimization theory a broad generalization of convexity
for differentiable functions on R ' which was called invex by Craven [10]. Let K be a nonempty
subset of IV. A differentiable function f on K is invex if there exists a vector function r from
K x K into R"7 such that

f(x) - f(y) (Vf (y),r(x,y)),V x,y E K.

lanson showed that both weak duality and Kuhn-Tucker sufficient results, in constrained opti-
niization, hold with the invex conditions.

\NWe note that if r(x, y) = x - y, then the invexity condition for f reduces to convexity condition.
An example of invex function is the following (Hanson [18]). Let K = {(x,y) E R' : x 2 +y 2 < 3/2}
and let function f be defined as f(x, y) = x - siny for all (x, y) E K. Then f is invex with respect
to r, where

r((c, fi), (7, 6)) = ((sinea - sin).)/cos-y, (sin/I - sinh)/cos6).

For more details on the concept of invexity, see Rueda and Hanson [40], Craven [10] and Jeyakumar
[2.1].

Consider the following minimization problem:

iinl.l f (x) (17)

whetre A' is a nonclipty subsct of IV? and f is a differentiabhle invex function with respect to r on
K.

We associate with problem (17) the following variational inequality problem: find x E K such
that

(Vf (x), r(u, x)) > 0, V u E K. (18)
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It is easy to see that if x is a solution to problem (18), then x is a solution to problem (17).
Consequently, we have

Theorem 5.1.1 Let K be a nonempty convex subset of I and let f be a continuously differentiable
i .rx function with respect to a continuous function r on K. Suppose that

(i) (.X, x) = 0 for all x E K,

(i) for cach fixed x E K, (Vf(x), r(u, x)) is convex in u E K,

(iii) the re exists a rector xo E K such that

limllxlj--, xEK (Vf(x), r(xo, x)) < 0.

Then there cxists a solution to problem (17).

Proof. Lt X be a constant point-to-set mapping from K into itself with X(x) = K for all
x C K. Let 0 : K x K , R' be defined as O(x, y) = Vf(x). Then problem (17) is equivalut
to (;QV P(XX,O,r, K,K). By Theorem 3.2.1, the latter problem has a solution. Hence there
,xists a solution to problem (17). 0

Remarks.

(i) The function r in the above example satisfies r(x,x) = 0 for all x C K. Hence the coiditioni
(i) of Theorem 6.1.1 is not restrictive.

(ii) There are some other conditions on f that will ensure the existence of solution to probl,.'m
(17). For instance, if the condition (iii) of Theorem 5.1.1 is replaced by the condition that
7,f is r-inonotone on K, then the corresponding GQVIP(X, X, O, r, K, K) has a solution by

Theorem 3.2.10. Consequently, there is a solution to problem (17).

5.2. Generalized Dual Problems and Saddle Point Problems

Our second application is to generalized dual problems and saddle point problems. A basic result

in optimization theory is that under some conditiomb, a , p . ,. Lagrangian function
i, :quivalent to an optimum of the associated convex programming problem satisfying a constrant
,Lualhfication. This result has bc-n significantly demonstrated in economic literature (see.e.g., Ilal
:211). This is the impetus of our application in this section. First, let us introduce the formulation
of th: problenis. Let K and C be nonempty subsets of R' and R m , respectively. Let jo be a real
tune1tion on K x C. Let X and F be nonempty valued point-to-set mappings from K into 1X and

*' r,.,.,,ct veh'.

S2.1) G,,elkralized Problem I (GNI): Find (i, Q) E S such that

(x ) = inf(X,,)Es 'P(x, y)

.'= {(.,y) :x E X(x),y E F(x),'((x,y) = sup F(.-) (x, tt)).
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(5.2.2) Generalized Problem 11 (GPIL): Find (x, 9) E T such that

S) = SUP(x,Y)r ,(X, y)

where
1= {(x, y) : E X(x), y E F(x), (x, y) = i'vEX(x.) (v, y)}.

(5.2.3) Generalized Sadtile Point Problem (GSPP): Find -v E X(x') and y G F(x) such that

for all x E X(x) and all y E F(i.).

\Ve note that the above problems may not have any solution at all. Also if we let X(x) = K
and F(x) = C for all x G K, then the definitions of (GSPP), (GPI) and (GPII) reduce to the
(lefinitions of (SIP), (PI) and (P11) introduced by Mangasarian and Ponstein [27].

The following lemma points out the relationship between these problems.

Lcmma 5.2.4 LO K and C' be noneimp ty subsets of R' and R " ', respecticely. Lvt X and " b4
iioniempty raln d point-to-set mappings from K into K and (C, respectirely. Let , be a real function
ot K x C. If (xy) is a solutionz of the (GSPIP), then (.t,y) is also a solution of the (GPI) anid
(Gil). anld conrcersely.

Proof. Assume (x..y) is a solution of (GSPP). Then clearly (.x, 9) E S l 7'. Let (x. y) E S. Then
we have ;(x..q) > ;(x, y). But (x, y) >_ p(x, y) since (4, ) E 7'. Thus ;(x, y) > j(x, y). Hence
(X..Y) is a solu ion of (GPI). Similarly, (i, ) is a solution of (GPII). The converse is clear since if
(x, y) is a solution of both ((I1'1) and (GPII), then

',(X-O) = suPYEF(I.) 4,0y) = inf--EX(.)P(x,-Y). -

\\oe: now associate with (GSNIP) the following generalized quasi-variational inequality problem:
Finid x E X(x) and .Y E G(X) such that

(V (.,. ), r(x, r)) _ O,V x E X(x) (19)

wier,

GW)-- {y E '(x) : ;(Xy) = sup,.-(.);(.r, u)}.

'Ihe Inlio g l,:mmiima establishes the relationship between (GSPP) and problem (19).

Lcmma 5.2.5 .S'uppoc ;(x, y) is inver in x E K with respect to r for each fixed y E C. If (x, y)
Is a solution of (19), then (.r,y) is a solution of (GSPP).

Proof. Assume (x,.y) solves (19). By the imvexity of ,, we have for any x E X(x)

(r,,y) - N~(X, Y) __ ( X(r, y), r(X, X) ) > 0.
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Therefore ;(x, y) > 9P(x, y) for all x E X(i). On the other hand, since p E G('), we have for all

P4,Y) :5 Ai,.

lence (X, ) solves (GS1P). 3

Thus the question of existence of solution to (GPI), (GP[1) and (GSPP) can be investigated
via (19). Consequently, we have the following existence result for (GSPP).

Thcorem 5.2.6 Let K and C be nonempty subsets of R" and R', respectively. Let X and F I(
nuncipty ralued point-to-set mappings from K into K and C, respectively, and r be a contninov,
function from A x K into RI. Suppose that

(i) r(x, X) = 0,V x K,

(ii) for cach Jird (X. V) C K x C, ('2(x.y),r(u. X)) is conveX in u e X(X).

(iii) F i's Con cr ralud, continuous and uniformly compact on A,

tiv) ;(y..y) is inctcX tcith respect to r on K for each fixcd y G C, and concauc in y E C' fir toii,

.Ji'd a- E K.

(v) tl, rc cjt a rctctor to c n " N (x) such that

im11r1,11-c. rEX(,) maxYEF(x) (VP(X, Y), r(X0, x)) < 0,

(vi) th(rv_ er.5ts a pu > 0 sueh that X(x)nfl B is a nonempty convex valued continuous poinlt-h,-tI
IIapp in fi r It p ? Po.

/hc ii th rt cxists a solution to the (GSPP).

Proof. Fur :a,:h x C K, let

G(x) = (y E F(') :,(x, Y) = supEF(Xr)(Xu)}.

It is ,..asv to see that G(x) is upper continuous and uniformly compact. Since :(x, y) is concave iII
yJE C. L)v (ii) (;(x) is compact and convex for all x E K. All the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1 ar,
;at isfiel Th 'r:e,jr,. there exists a solution to (19) by Theorem 3.2.1. Hence there exists a .olui

I) h(.;yl'I' v Lnmma 5.2.5. D

I lie Ill,,wing ,orollary is iminiediate.

Corollary 5.2.7 riudcr the conditions of Theorem 5.2.6, there exists a solution to (G'I) i.
((;1P11). []

Itaks.

(i) It i.,, t,_,rrh niting that tle G(meralized Saddle Point Problem can not he approached I ,.

'.the:r ariational inequality problem that has been introduced.
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(ii) The other existence results in Section 3.2 can also be employed to ensure the existence of
solutions of (GSPP) and (GPI) and (GPLI).

(iii) Recently, Jevakumar [24] has extended the saddle point theorems to hold for a more general
class of functions, called the p-invex functions which is an extension of the class of ilvex
funI c tion s.

5.3. Equilibriumn Problems Involving Markets with Utility

In this section, we shall apply Theorem 3.1.2 to obtain an existence result for equilibrium of a
market with utility. Let us first introduce the notion of a market with utility.

Let I {1 . . . m} and for each i E I, let Xi C R n be a closed set that is bounded from below.
Let ai be a specified element of Xi. \Ve call I the set of agents, Xi the commodity set of ith agent
and ui the initial allocation of the ith agent. For each i, there is a continuous function ui from Xi
into R which is the utility fuiccion of the ith agent. Let X = (Xi)i~E, U (Uti)iE1, A = (ai)iEI.

Then the .1-tuple (I, X, U, .4) is said to be a market with utility. Let

m m

(X {x X (XA)EI, xi E Xi, V iZ Xi ail

be the allocation set and
3'= {xi E Xi : (p, xi) (p, ai)}

be the budget set for the ith agent where p = {p E :n :T'.=I pj 1), the price set. A
point (p', x-) E P' x V is said to be an equilibrium for a market with utility (I, X, (J, A) if, for

ni(.* = IaU (Xi) e B }.

Intuitively. an equilibrium is characterized by the property that given a price vector, there is a
reallocation of goods, such that every agent maoximizes his utility function within the limit of his
budget. \Ve have the following existence result for the equilibrium of a market with utility.

Theorem 5.3.1 Let (I,X. U, ,A) bc a market with utility. Suppose that

(i) X, i5 con ce and there vxisls X, C X, with .ri < ai, for, all i,

(ii) ,I u(.,) is quasiconcavc in X = (.ci)iE i E (R'n) m .

Then there etists an equtliriuin to the market with utility (I, XU, A).

Proof. Let Y be a point-to-set mapping from P" x V into itself be defined as Y(p, x) = {p) x
BrL. Let 1' be a constant point-to-set mapping from P" x V into itself. Clearly, Y is nonenipty

convex valudd and upper continuolis. Furthermore, by Lenmina 1.6 of [39, Chapter 5], 13 1 X,
is lower continuous for each i under the condition (i). Therefore V is continuous. Next, let, 0 and r
single-value functions froii (tP" x V) x (!' x V) into R, be defined as O((p, x), (q, y)) = e, where
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f, is the unity vector in Im and r((p, x), (q, y)) = (ui(yi) - Ui(Xi))i~l. Then all the conditions of
i'heorein 3.1.2 are satisfied. Thus by Theorem 3.1.2, there exists (p*, x*) E Y(p*, x*) such that

M m

Z(uj(ix)- ui(xi)) ! 0, V (Xi) ElH B,..
i=1 i=1

It is easy to see that (p*,x*) is an equilibrium for the market with utility (I,X,U,A). 0

Remark. In Theorem 1.11 of [39, Chapter 5], it is assumed that ui is monotone and concave
for each i. Therefore it can be seen that the condition (ii) of Theorem 5.3.1 is weaker than that in
Theorem 1.11 of [39, Chapter 5].

5.4. Equilibrium Problems Involving Abstract Economies

The notion of abstract economies, which is a generalization of Nash equilibrium problems, was
introduced by Debreu [11]. In a Nash equilibrium problem the strategy choices of agents are made
independently, whereas, in an abstract economy, the set of strategies available to each agent depends
-i strategy choices of the other agents. To be more precise, we recall the definition of an equilibriuiii
-A an abstract economy. Suppose there are m agents characterized by a subscript i m. 1. .
tIhe ith agent chooses an action xi from his strategy set Vi C RI . Let V = V1 14 C R' with

ni,. The payoff to the ith agent is a function fi(x) from V into the completed real line.
Let ki be the (rn - 1)-tuple (xl,... ,xi- 1 ,x i+,.. . ,xM) and similarly let- Vi be the product

XC x . . . x -1 .Vi+l x ... x Vm. We can interpret ii the actions of all the others. Given i'I
the choice of the ith agent is restricted to a nonempty set Aj(ij) C Vi. The ith agent chooses
.r, E .- ,(',) so as to maximize fi(ii,xi). The 3m-tuple [Vj fi,A,(.,)]i=1 is said to be an abstract
utunomy. The point x* is said to be an equilibrium of an abstract economy [Vi,,,Ai(;i)]i=l, if for
all i = I'. ,

x E Aj(i!) and fi(x*) = maxxEA,,() f,(*,xi).

Thus an equilibrium point is characterized by the property that given the actions of the other
agents, each agent is maximizing his own payoff function over the set of his feasible actions in view
of the other agents' actions.

Ve now associate with the equilibrium problem of an abstract economy the following generalized

ILuasi-variational inequality problem: Find x* E X(x*) such that

(e,r(x,y)) 0 0, V X E X(x*) (20)

where X(x) = I j .4,(i,) for all x E V, r(x,y) = (fi(y) - f,( tix))inl and e is the unity vector
1 R

M
.

It is easy to see that x" is an equilibrium of an abstract economy [Vi,,fi, Aj(.i')]8m-_1 if and only
if x' is a sollition to (20). We then have the following existence result for the equilibrium of an
distract economy.

Theoret 5.4.1 Given an abstract economy [V, fi, Aj(i,)]= which satisfies the following condi-
ttons: for each i = 1, .... m

(i) V' i.5 nonempty compact and convex,
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(ii) .- ,(i'i) is a contl'--ralued continuous point-to-set mapping on v,

(iii) fi is continuoOus,

(iv) for each x' E V, (e, T(u, x)) is quasiconvex in u E X(x) where r and X are as in (20).

Thcn there cxists (in equilibrium point for [Vi, fi, Ai(ii)]1=l •

Proof. Let C= K = V and F a constant point-to-set mapping on K. Let 0, 7: K x K - R'
be defined as 0(', y) = (e, 0) and 71 (X, y) = (r(x, y), 0) respectively, where n = - ni and 0 is
understood to be a zero vector in Rf - m. Then the equilibrium problem involving the abstract
econony [t1, fi, Aj(,i)]i 1 I is equivalent to GQVIP(X, F, 0, 71, V, V). By Theorem 3.1.2, the latter
problem has a solution. Hence the result follows. 0

Remarks.

(i) Condition (ii) ofTheorei 5.4.1 is equivalent to the condition that the function ZiI f(i'i, ti)
is quasiconcave in u C X(r).

(ii) Our definition of an abstract economy is slightly different froni the one in [5] where fi is
defined on V x t,. Also in [5], Chan and Pang (lid not use the approach of variational
inequality problem to obtain the result of Theorem 5.4.1.

For the case that 1, is not necessarily compact, we have the following existence result.

Theorem 5.4.2 Given an abstract economy [Vi, fi, A(ij)];'=l which satisfies the following condi-
tions: for each i = 1_.n

(i) f, is continuous,

(ii) for each x E V. (c, T(u, x)) is convex in u E X(x) where r and X are as in (38),

(iii) there exists a vector x° E .XEV X(X) such that

'n

.rEX(.r) (E Ai (21, xi) > 0,
i=1

(iv) there exists a Po > 0 such that X(x)nlBp is a noneinpty convex ralued continuous point-to-set

miapping for all p > Po.

Thcn there exists an equilibrium point.

Proof. This follows from Theorein 3.2.1 and the note after (20). 0

For miore details on abstract econoniv, we refer interested readers to Debreu [11].
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5.5. Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problems

The concept of Nash equilibrium (Nash [34]) was extended by Ichiishi [23] to include additional
joint constraints on agents' actions which cut across all agents simultaneously. The formal definition
of generalized Nash equilibrium is as follows.

Suppose there are ?n agents in a noncooperative game characterized by a subscript i = 1, ... ,rn.
The ith agent is represented by a strategy vector xi E V C Rn (ni being a positive integer), a
point-to-set mapping Xi : V , i, and a utility function ui : V - R where V = l _ RC "
with n= ni, X l i xi, and U = (ul,..., uM,). A generalized Nash equilibrium x" E V of
the game GNL(V, X, U) is defined as a point at which no agent can unilaterally increase his utility
function given the constraints imposed on him by the other agents:

ui(x*) >_ ui(xi, ii), V xi E Xi(x*)

where i, is the (i - l)-tuple (xl, . .. , xi-l,. , xrn).
\Ve note that if Xi(x) = Vi for all i and x, then the above definition of generalized Nash

f:quilib(rium reduces to the definition of Nash equilibrium. Let e E am be the unity vector and
V x V - R" be defined as r(x, y) = (Ui(y) - ui(xi, 'Al- We associate with the generaliz,,

Nash equilibrium problem the following generalized quasi-variational inequality problem: l'inid
x, E X(X" ) such that

(e,r(x,Y)) _ 0, V xE X(X). (21.

It is easy to see that x" is a generalized Nash equilibirum of the game GNE(V, X, U) if and oiil
it '" is a solution of (21). We then have the following existence result for the generalized Nash
#,.quilibriuni problem. The proof is exactly the same as that in Theorem 5.4.1.

Thuoremi 5.5.1 Given a generalized m-person noncooperative game (V, X, U) which salhsjics tht
f(1 1(, q conditions: for each i = 1,i...,

(i) t; is noncmpty compact and convex,

(ii) X,(X) i.s a convex valued continuous point-to-set mapping on V,

(iii) ui is continuous,

(iv) fnr each x" E V, (e, r(u, x)) is quasiconvex in u E X(x) where r is as in (21).

lca there exts a generalized Nash equilibrium for (VX,U). 0

For the case that , is not necessarily compact, we have the following existence result. The
proJof is the same as that in Theorem 5.4.2.

Theorem 5.5.2 Given a generalized 1m-person noncooperative game (VX,U) which satisfies thr
following conrlilion.s: for each i = 1,..., n

(i1) u, 1s conltinuous,

ii) for cach x E V, (e,r(ux)) is convex in u E X(x) where r and X are as in (21),
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(iii) there exists a vector x0 E nlXEV X(x) such that

m

limjj--oo, XEX(x) (Z(ui(x) - uj(x ° , xi))) < 0,
i=1

(iv) there exists a p > 0 such that X(x)nB, is a nonempty convex-valued continuous point-to-set
mapping for all p >_ po.

Then there exists a generalized Nash equilibrium for the game (V, X, U).

Remark. There is no differentiability requirement on the utility function ui for all i in Theorem
5.5.1 and 5.5.2. The reason is that we deal with each agent's utility maximizing problem directly
without using the first-order optimality conditions.

We refer interested readers to a survey paper by tHarker and Pang [19] where there is a thorough
discussion on the Nash equilibrium and generalized Nash equilibrium problems.

5.6. Quasi-Variational Inequality Problems of Obstacle Type

In this section we shall be concerned with the quasi-variational inequality problems of obstacle
type formulated as follows. Let K be a closed convex cone in R ' and <I the partial order induced
bh K, that is, x <A y if and only if x - y E K for all x,y E IV . Let f,m be functions from R'
into itself. The quasi-variational inequality problem of obstacle type is to find x* E ft

'
f such that

x" < mW), (f(x),x - x*) 0 0, V x 5K m(x*). (22)

It is interesting to note that if K = Rn. and Yn(x) = 0 for all x E R n , then problem (22)
is equivalent to a nonlinear complementarity problem. We now associate with problem (22) the
following generalized implicit complementarity problem. Let X be a point-to-set mapping from R"fl
into itself defined as X(x) = r(x) + K for all x E Rn. Find x* E m(x*) + K such that

f(x*) E K, (f(x*),x* - m(x*)) = 0. (23)

It is easy to see that problem (22) is equivalent to problem (23) by Lemma 4.1. We have the
following existence result for problem (22).

Theorem 5.6.1 Let K be a closed solid convex cone in IVfl . Let f and m be continuous functions
from IV into itself and X(x) = rn(x) + K be a point-to-set mapping from R n into itself. Suppose
that

(i) there exists a vector xo fnIERn X(x) such that

1xEX(x) (f(x), xo - x) < 0,

(ii) there exists a vector uo E R'fl such that uo - M(x) E K,V x E Rn.
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Then there exists a solution to problem (22).

Proof. This result follows from Theorem 3.12 and the note above. 0

We note that the condition (i) of Theorem 5.6.1 can be replaced by the condition that f is
strongly copositive or strongly monotone on IV . For the quasi-variational inequality problems of
obstacle type in a reflexive Banach lattice, we refer readers to the paper by Dolcetta and Matzeu
[13] and the references therein.

There are other areas of applications of the theory of complementarity problems, for exam-
pie, problems involving fluid flow through porous media (Cottle [7]), journal bearing lubrication
problems (Cottle [7], Crank [9]), elastic-plastic torsion problems and maximizing oil production
problems ( Bershchanskii and Meerov [4]). We note that solutions for the above problems obtained
by the approach of the theory of complementarity problem are in fact approximate solutions using
finite difference method.
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